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  Eleventh Session, Commencing at 9.30 am 

   WORLD  HISTORICAL  MEDALS 

   EDWARD  VIII  COLLECTION 
FORMED  BY  THE  LATE  IAN  McCUTCHEON 

OF  TAURANGA,  NEW  ZEALAND 

    

  

 2843* 
  Australia,   His Royal Highness Prince of Wales Visit to 
Sydney, 1920 in bronze (51mm) (G.CM58a; C.1920/1), by 
Amor, Sydney.   Nicely toned and with two small oxidation 
spots, otherwise uncirculated and scarce.   

 $200 

       

 2844* 
  Australia,   Prince of Wales Royal Visit to N.S.W., 1920, in gilt 
and enamel (23x27mm), by Angus & Coote Ltd, suspended 
below a brooch bar with an insert for 'OFFICIAL' and at the 
top in gilt and enamel the Prince of Wales plumes.   Extremely 
fi ne and rare.   

 $200 

    

 2845* 
  Australia,   H.R.H.Prince of Wales Visit, Women War-
Workers' Mass Meeting, Adelaide, July 15, 1920 tinnie 
(56.5mm), by Atkinson & Co, Makers, Adelaide.   Minimal 
foxing, good very fi ne and scarce.   

 $100 

 Newspaper ads were placed in an Adelaide newspaper at the start of June 
1920 advising members of the League of Loyal Women and workers for the 
Australian Comforts Fund wishing to take part in the women's mass meeting 
in July that they should apply at once at the League of Loyal Women Offi ce 
for enrolment as only a limited number of tickets were available and it was 
compulsory to attend three rehearsals for the march to be held on the day. 
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 part

2846* 
  Australia,   Coronation of King George VI and the Historic 
Year When England Had Three Kings, 1936, in silvered 
and enamel and another in gilt and enamel (46x20mm) 
(G.CM360, Giordano states that the only examples seen 
have come from Australia), features three overlaid medals, 
the fi rst with head of George V left, the second with the 
crowned busts of George VI and Queen Elizabeth left and 
the third with the head of Edward VIII right, the medals 
have enamel around the edge respectively red, white and 
blue, pin back and on the reverse in relief, 'Souvenir/Of The 
Coronation/Of King George VI/And The Historic Year/of 
1936, During Which/England Had Three/Kings.  ' Toned, 
otherwise uncirculated.  (2)  

 $100 

    

  

 part

2847* 
  Australia,   Coronation of King George VI and the Historic 
Year When England Had Three Kings, 1936, in silvered 
and enamel and another in gilt and enamel (46x20mm) 
(G.CM360, Giordano states that the only examples seen 
have come from Australia), features three overlaid medals, 
the fi rst with head of George V left, the second with the 
crowned busts of George VI and Queen Elizabeth left and 
the third with the head of Edward VIII right, the medals 
have enamel around the edge respectively red, white and 
blue, pin back and on the reverse in relief, 'Souvenir/Of The 
Coronation/Of King George VI/And The Historic Year/of 
1936, During Which/England Had Three/Kings.  ' Toned, 
otherwise uncirculated.  (2)  

 $100 

     

lot 2848 part

   

 part

2848* 
  Australia,   Edward VIII, fantasy medallic crowns, 1936, 
in bright bronze and another in cupro nickel (38mm) 
(G.FM21a, b), by Coincraft,  obverse, bust of Edward VIII 
right and below 20.1.36 - 11.12.36, reverse, sitting kangaroo 
facing left; retrospective modern medal, 60th Anniversary of 
Accession, 1936, piedfort in bronze (38mm), by International 
Currency Bureau, obverse, bust of Edward VIII left, reverse, 
sitting kangaroo facing left and with circular insert in relief 
above and marked, '1996/60th/Anniversary/Accession/Jan 
20,/1936'.   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $90 

    

  

 2849* 
  Australia,   Edward VIII, Victoria, Melbourne Royal Show, 
1936, in yellowed bronze (54mm) (G.CM174; C.1936/9), by 
Stokes, unnamed, obverse, barehead of Edward VIII right, 
reverse, farm scene.   A few digs on reverse naming area and 
a few minor edge nicks, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $120 
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 2850* 
  Australia,   Edward VIII, Victoria, Melbourne Royal Show, 
1936, in bronze (54mm) (G.CM174; C.1936/9), by Stokes, 
unnamed, obverse, barehead of Edward VIII right, reverse, 
farm scene.   Toned, otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $150 

     

   

 2851* 
  Australia,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, in silver 
(31mm) (G.CM263b; C.1937/8), with suspension loop, 
obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII right, 
reverse, crowned EVIIIR cipher over Arms of Australia; 
another in silver (31mm) (G.CM264; C.1937/1), with 
suspension loop, obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward 
VIII right, reverse, crowned EVIIIR cipher over Arms of 
Australia including kangaroo and emu supporters.   Toned, 
otherwise extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $150 

    

  

 2852* 
  Australia,   The Three Kings of 1936, issued 1937, in bronze 
(51mm) (G.CM354; C.1937/21), by Amor, Sydney, obverse, 
crowned and robed busts of King George VI and Queen 
Elizabeth to left, reverse, laurel wreaths dividing effi gies of 
George VI at top, and below George V facing Edward VIII.   
Proof-like uncirculated and rare.   

 $300 

    

  

lot 2853 following page
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 2853* 
  Australia,   The Three Kings of 1936, issued 1937, in bronze 
(51mm) (G.CM354; C.1937/21), by Amor, Sydney, obverse, 
crowned and robed busts of King George VI and Queen 
Elizabeth to left, reverse, laurel wreaths dividing effi gies of 
George VI at top, and below George V facing Edward VIII.   
A few very minor edge nicks, toning, otherwise extremely 
fi ne and rare.   

 $150 

      

 part

2854* 
  Australia,   Edward VIII, fantasy medallic crowns, 1937, in 
nickel silver, aluminium, platinum coated alloy, gold coated 
alloy, piedfort copper, piedfort silver coated, piedfort gold 
coated (38mm), all milled edge, obverse, head of Edward VIII 
right by P.M.   (Percy Metcalfe), reverse, map of Australia with 
crown at left and ADVANCE/AUSTRALIA at sides, below 
a kangaroo and emu, The third with a few oxidation marks 
on reverse, otherwise proof-like uncirculated.  (7)  

 $150 

   2855 
  Australia,   Edward VIII, proof set of three medallic crowns, 
1937, in silver, bronze and copper (Bruce X#M16, 16a, 16b), 
obverse, bareheaded Edward VIII left, reverse, a crown in 
the centre and around the outside, 'COMMONWEALTH 
OF AUSTRALIA', only 575 sets struck; Edward VIII fantasy 
coins, proof set of two comprising of silver threepence and 
sixpence, 1937 (G.FC10.1, 2), by Historic Coin Co Fantasy, 
Australia, and engraved by R.Maklouf, obverse, barehead 
of Edward VIII left, reverse, Australian Arms.   Both in cases, 
the fi rst with certifi cate, FDC.  (2 sets)  

 $100 

     

   

 part

2856* 
  Australia,   Edward VIII, Coronation, 1937, in silvered 
(27mm) (C.1937/1), by Stokes, Melb (4); Coronation badge 
in silvered and enamel (38x20mm), pin back, features a 
boomerang with an oval centrepiece and this with crowned 
bust of H.M.King Edward VIII right.   The fi rst four with 
scuffi ng and one with a few short scratches, otherwise 
extremely fi ne and unissued, the last very fi ne.  (5)  

 $100 

      

 part

2857* 
  Australia,   Edward VIII, fantasy medallic crowns, 1937, in 
aluminium, platinum coated alloy, piedfort copper, piedfort 
silver coated (38mm), all plain edge, obverse, head of Edward 
VIII right by P.M. (Percy Metcalfe), reverse, map of Australia 
with crown at left and ADVANCE/AUSTRALIA at sides, 
below a kangaroo and emu.   The last with some scuffi ng in 
the fi elds, otherwise proof-like uncirculated.  (4)  

 $100 

      

 part

2858* 
  Australia,   King Edward VIII Coronation Australian 
Celebrations, 1937 (C.1937/8) reverse design muled with 
Governor Phillip 150th Anniversary of Australia, 1938 
(C.1938/16) obverse design, in bronze, silvered, and gilt 
(32mm) (C.1938/16b).   Some hairlines and handling marks, 
otherwise nearly extremely fi ne and rare.  (3)  

 $400 
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 2859* 
  Australia,   George VI, Royal Agricultural Society of N.S.W., 
Sydney, commemorative of accession of King George VI 
award medal, 1937, in bronze (54mm) (not recorded by 
Carlisle, design similar to C.1937/79 but this medal is 
plain in the scroll area under the King's bust), by Stokes, 
Melb, obverse, crowned and robed bust of King George VI 
left, below is a scroll inscribed, 'Royal Easter Show/1937', 
reverse, farm animals, farming equipment and agricultural 
products and in the background a rising sun, below the 
animals is a scroll inscribed, 'Awarded To/Mrs E.C.Gray'.   
In original case, nearly uncirculated and very rare.   

 $200 

 Mrs E.C.Gray was awarded a bronze medal presented by the RAS to 
commemorate the accession of King George VI. Her victory was in the 
category of Best Challenge Dog, all breeds, as owner of a cocker spaniel 
imported from England, Champion Midas of Hollymount, a Melbourne 
entry. This was the dog's fi rst year as a competitor at the Royal Sydney Show 
and as well as being unanimously declared winner of the above event was 
also adjudged as the best animal of all breeds, either dog or bitch, to have 
competed during the 1937 show. News reports stated that this dog had been 
greatly admired by both experts and members of the general public alike with 
spectators surrounding the arena to catch a glimpse of the remarkably fi ne 
looking animal which also won the category of Best Cocker Spaniel, dog or 
bitch. Prizes were presented by Sir Frederick McMaster at the showground 
on Monday night 29 March 1937. He was Vice President of the RAS and 
one of Australia's most respected pastoralists and a great philanthropist 
particularly to the pastoral industry. 

      

 part

2860* 
  Australia,   Edward VIII fantasy coins, silver threepences 
(3), sixpences (3), one shilling, two shillings and five 
shillings, 1937 (G.FC10.1 [3], 2 [3], 3, 4, 5), by Historic 
Coin Co Fantasy, Australia, and engraved by R.Maklouf, 
all obverses with barehead of Edward VIII left and reverses 
with Australian Arms.   In 2x2 holders on small coin page, 
proof-like uncirculated.  (9)  

 $200 

     

 2861* 
  Australia,   Commonwealth of Australia, Riddle/Sheehan 
(1933), one pound, M/72 127689 (G.CC36; R.28), with 
watermark at left of bareheaded Prince of Wales.   Some age 
toning, otherwise good fi ne.   

 $100 

     

 2862* 
  Australia,   Commonwealth of Australia, Riddle/Sheehan 
(1936), ten shillings, D/60 020735, D/69 454267 (G.CC35; 
R.19), with watermark at left of bareheaded Prince of Wales.   
The fi rst with some folds and toning, otherwise good fi ne, 
the second good.  (2)  

 $100 
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 part

2863* 
  British Commonwealth,   Edward VIII tinnies, 1919-1937, 
includes several different Royal Visit issues for Australia, and 
some for Canada and New Zealand, also several Coronation 
Souvenir issues, a few duplicates but mostly different.   Stored 
in 2x2 holders mounted in coin pages, mostly very fi ne - 
extremely fi ne.  (39)  

 $200 

   2864 
  British Commonwealth stamps,   includes issues for Canada, 
Great Britain, and Newfoundland featuring the Prince of 
Wales or proposed King Edward VIII, also noted miniature 
sheets for New Zealand Tarapex '86 and fantasy issues; 
a Diamond Anniversary postal medallic cover of Edward 
VIII's 325 day reign issued by Benham and includes a 1936 
Bermuda medallic crown in gilt bronze; a 1994 souvenir 
telephone card for the Centenary of King Edward VIII; fi ve 
postcards, all different featuring Edward the Prince of Wales 
(all except one unused); an invitation to the Investiture of 
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales named to J.W.Summers, Esq., 
M.P.; a softcover book titled King Edward VIII, A Study of 
the Stamps of the Reign of King Edward VII, by A.J.Kirk (2nd 
Edition), published for the Great Britain Philatelic Society; 
large booklets produced by travel agencies in anticipation 
of traveller's needs for attending various coronation 
events, one titled Coronation of His Majesty King Edward 
VIII May 12th 1937 and the other, Coronation of Their 
Majesties King George VI and Queen Elizabeth May 12th 
1937; a fantasy fi fty pounds banknote for the Royal Bank 
of Windsor featuring various images of Edward VIII.   Used 
- MUH.  (lot)  

 $100 

 James Woolley Summers was a British Liberal Party MP for the seat of Flint 
Boroughs from 1910 until his death in 1913. 

   2865 
  British West Africa,   George V, one tenth of a penny, 1936 
(KM.7); Edward VIII, one tenth of a penny, 1936 (3), 
1936H, 1936KN (KM.14) (5); one halfpenny, 1936 (2), 
1936H, 1936KN (2) (KM.15) (5); one penny, 1936, 1936H, 
1936KN (2) (KM.16) (4).   In 2x2 holders, the fi rst 1936H 
fi ne and very scarce, the fi rst 1936KN extremely fi ne, the 
rest uncirculated.  (15)  

 $100 

      

 2866* 
  British West Africa,   Edward VIII, penny, 1936H mule of 
East Africa ten cents obverse and British West Africa reverse 
(KM.17).   Very fi ne and rare.   

 $150 

      

 2867* 
  Canada,   Edward VIII, HRH Prince of Wales, The Canadian 
National Exhibition, 1919, a shaped bronze award 
plaque (38x58mm) (G.CM41a), by Roden Bros, obverse, 
bareheaded bust right, Prince of Wales crest in front, reverse, 
Victory holding Union fl ag and astride a wreath draped 
horse, soldier beside her, helmet and palm at right, exhibition 
building behind, inscribed at bottom, 'Best Airedale Terrier 
Western Fair/Mr. Harry Lawder'.   In case by Roden Bros 
Ltd, Medalists, Toronto, a few small edge nicks, otherwise 
nearly uncirculated and rare.   

 $100 

      

lot 2868
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 2868* 
  Canada,   Edward VIII, HRH Prince of Wales, The Canadian 
National Exhibition, 1919, a shaped silver award plaque 
(38x58mm) (cf G.CM41 [not recorded in silver]), by Roden 
Bros, obverse, bareheaded bust right, Prince of Wales crest 
in front, reverse, Victory holding Union fl ag and astride a 
wreath draped horse, soldier beside her, helmet and palm 
at right, exhibition building behind, inscribed at bottom, 
'H.M the King's Imperial Cadet Challenge Cup/Won By' and 
unnamed.   In case by Roden Bros Ltd, Medalists, Toronto, 
matt surface, some rubbing on high points and toned, 
otherwise extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $200 

     

 part

2869* 
  Canada,   The Dominion of Canada, Ottawa, two dollars, 
June 23rd 1923, Group 1, blue seal, E-532334 (G.CC10; 
P34c); another Group 1, green seal, G-593044 (G.CC11; 
P.34d), both with portrait of Edward Prince of Wales at 
centre.   The fi rst with a few pin holes and a name and address 
penned at bottom left below TWO, otherwise good, the 
second very fi ne.  (2)  

 $180 

     

 2870* 
  Canada,   The Bank of Canada, Ottawa, fi ve dollars, 1935 
English text (G.CC25; P.42), A255224, portrait of Edward 
Prince of Wales at left.   Fine.   

 $150 

     

 2871* 
  Canada,   The Bank of Canada, Ottawa, fi ve dollars, 1935 
English text (G.CC25; P.42), A785968, portrait of Edward 
Prince of Wales at left.   Heavy centre fold, otherwise good 
fi ne.   

 $170 

 Ex Ian McCutcheon Collection and John Mowbray International numismatic 
auction 12 (lot 382). 

   2872 
  East Africa,   Edward VIII, fi ve cents, 1936H, 1936KN (4) 
(KM.23) (5); ten cents, 1936 (4), 1936H (4), 1936KN (2) 
(KM.24) (10).   Several  with some or most mint red, good 
very fi ne - uncirculated.  (15)  

 $70 

     

lot 2873 part (following page)
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 part

2873* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII, Coronation of King George V 
and Queen Mary, 1911, in gilt (32mm) (G.CM36b), with 
suspension loop and British fl ag design on ribbon and with 
suspension pin, obverse, facing left the busts of Queen Mary 
wearing crown and George V bareheaded and in uniform, 
reverse, facing Prince of Wales in uniform, plumes above 
and around the Welsh inscription for his Investiture as 
Prince of Wales in 1911; Empire Day, 1929, in aluminium 
(39mm) (G.CM112a), with suspension lug and original but 
poor condition ribbon, obverse, bareheaded bust of Edward 
VIII left, reverse, arched stone bridge with ship of state in 
central arch and radiate sun above; another identical but 
1928, in bronze (39mm) (G.CM124b), with suspension lug 
and ribbon; British Empire Day, 1928, in bronze (33mm) 
(G.CM123a) (2), with suspension loop and ribbon, one with 
suspension pin and one with brooch bar 1930, obverse, 
bareheaded bust of Edward VIII left, reverse, Britannia seated 
right holding caduceus and with laurel branch extended in 
her left hand, helmet at her feet; another in bronze (33mm) 
(G.CM125a), with suspension loop and ribbon and brooch 
bar 1930, obverse, as previous, reverse, Britannia seated 
right and holding a young girl at left with right arm extended 
over another child with hand on globe at her knee, with 
engraver's initials 'C.L.D' (C.L.Doman) at left.   Very fi ne 
- uncirculated.  (6)  

 $120 

      

 part

2874* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII, Prince of Wales' Church Lads' 
Brigade Review, 1927, in gilt bronze (32mm) (G.CM117b), 
with suspension, ribbon and suspension brooch bar, obverse, 
bust of Edward left, reverse, 6-line inscription; King Edward 
VIII uniface medal, undated, in enamel and gilt (32x41mm) 
(G.CM323.1b), with suspension loop and attached to a long 
velvet ribbon with crown affi xed and large loop at end; 
proposed coronation badges, (G.CM338.5, 8 with crowned 
brooch bar) (2); other badges not in Giordano (2), both 
pin back and one in shape of a Union Jack with Edward 
image in centre, another with lapel fi tting being a smaller 
version of G.CM333.1; King Edward VIII Coronation 
Souvenir 1937 fob chain in nickel with attached fob of a 
proposed coronation medal in silvered and enamel (23mm) 
(G.CM267b), on original issue card and this with a gifting 
message penned on reverse; other Coronation Souvenir 
badges and a tinnie, all on original cards of issue (5); also 
South Africa, Visit of Edward Prince of Wales to Natal, 
1925, in gilt bronze (28mm) (G.CM100b), with suspension 
and ribbon, obverse, bust of Edward left, reverse, Arms of 
Natal.   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (14)  

 $100 
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 part

2875* 
  Great Britain,   Visit to Berwick-Upon-Tweed, 1928, in 
aluminium (38mm) (G.CM122), with suspension loop and 
ribbon, obverse, Prince of Wales; Empire Day 24th, undated 
(1928), in bronze (33mm) (G.CM123a), with suspension 
loop and ribbon, obverse, Prince of Wales.   The fi rst with 
some dark toned areas, otherwise extremely fi ne, the second 
with some hairlines, otherwise nearly uncirculated and rare.  
(2)  

 $100 

     

   

lot 2876 part

2876* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII, Empire Day, 1929, in aluminium 
(39mm) (G.CM126a), with suspension lug, obverse, 
bareheaded bust of Edward VIII left, reverse, arched stone 
bridge with ship of state in central arch and radiate sun 
above; Accession, 1936, in aluminium (37mm) (G.CM170) 
(2), obverse, crown and robed bust of George V left with 
SOUVENIR below, reverse, uniformed bust of Edward 
VIII three quarters right within laurel wreath; Proposed 
Coronation, 1937, in aluminium (38mm) (G.CM196a), 
with suspension loop, obverse, crowned and robed bust of 
Edward VIII right and below 'Made In/England', reverse, 
5-line inscription within wreath of rose, thistle, shamrock 
and laurel with overlay of Royal arms and arms of the 
Dominions, at bottom; in aluminium (octagonal 38mm) 
(G.CM224b) (2), obverse, crowned and robed bust of 
Edward VIII right, reverse, rectangular tablet with incuse 
rose at sides all superimposed on an oak tree; in aluminium 
(29x46mm) (G.CM285a), with suspension loop, obverse, 
crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII right, reverse, blank 
rectangular recessed panel at top sides a laurel spray at the 
bottom the crowned EVIIIR cipher; in white metal (38mm) 
(G.CM333), pierced for suspension, obverse, crowned and 
robed bust of Edward VIII right, reverse, arms of London 
above a wreathed and inscribed ribbon scroll with 6-line 
inscription below, type with a dot under both the t and h in 
12th May.   Very fi ne - good extremely fi ne.  (8)  

 $160 

          

 part

2877* 
  Great Britain,   H.M.Prisons hat badge in brass (G.CM165), 
with tongue clasp and this impressed by maker, 'Firmin, 
London', voided with EVIIIR cipher in centre; National 
Defence Company hat badges in brass (G.CM168), with 
tongue clasp, with EVIIIR cipher in centre.   Very fi ne - good 
very fi ne.  (3)  

 $80 
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 part

2878* 
  Great Britain,   Royal Army Service Corps collar badge 
(G.CM164), with suspension lugs, voided with EVIIIR 
cipher in centre; Royal Engineers hat badges in brass, type I 
(G.CM167a) with tongue clasp and type II (G.CM167b) (2) 
with suspension lugs, voided with EVIIIR cipher in centre; 
also Royal Engineers large uniform button in brass, by Pitt 
& Co, 31 Maddox St, London. W, with EVIIIR cipher in 
centre.   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (5)  

 $120 

          

 part

2879* 
  Great Britain,   The Life Guards cap badge (G.CM166), 
non-voided type 1 in white metal and with tongue clasp on 
reverse, also non-voided type II lapel badges in bronze (3), 
with no suspension lugs, all with EVIIIR cipher in centre.   
Good very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (4)  

 $100 

      

 2880* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII, Daily Dispatch Birthday Club 
badge, 1935, in silver and enamel (31mm) (not recorded in 
Giordano), pin back but pin missing, obverse, bareheaded 
bust of Edward VIII left with crown below, at sides and 
below, 'DAILY/DISPATCH/BIRTHDAY CLUB', below the 
crown in a ribbon scroll, 'FOUNDED IN 1935 JUBILEE 
YEAR', reverse hallmarked for Birmingham 1935 by maker 
'V&S' (Vaughton & Sons).   Very fi ne and scarce.   

 $80 

       

   

 part

2881* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII, trial model for award medal, 
undated (1936), in dark bronze (32mm) (G.CM172.2a), 
obverse, uniformed bust facing within a circle with three stars 
below, reverse, laurel wreath; Daily Dispatch Birthday Club 
medal, 1936, in bronze (32mm) (G.CM176a), with suspension 
loop, obverse, Edward VIII bareheaded and uniformed bust 
left, reverse, 9-line inscription within quatrefoil with rose 
and thistle at indentations; badge, undated (1936), in pressed 
brass plate (31x53mm) (G.CM181.6), pin back, shield 
with central disc containing head of Edward VIII right and 
with a crown at top of shield, on card of issue; Proposed 
Coronation, 1937, in gilt (38mm) (G.CM196c; BHM4304), 
no suspension, obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward 
VIII right, reverse, 5-line inscription within wreath of rose, 
thistle, shamrock and laurel with overlay of Royal Arms 
and Arms of the Dominions, at left and right edge, 'Made 
In/England'; another, 1937, in dark bronze (37.5mm) 
(G.CM225.1b), with suspension loop, obverse, crowned and 
robed bust of Edward VIII right, reverse, crown and sceptre 
on cushion with rose branch at side, Westminster Abbey in 
top right fi eld.   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (5)  

 $180 
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 2882* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
in bronze (44mm) (G.CM184a; BHM4284), by G.Allen, 
obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII right, 
reverse, herald on prancing horse left, standing on a plaque 
bordered with rose, thistle and shamrock and in relief, 
'Crowned/May 12th 1937'.   Small nick in left obverse fi eld, 
otherwise toned uncirculated.   

 $90 

    

  

 2883* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, in 
dark bronze (44mm) (G.CM184b; BHM4284), by G.Allen, 
obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII right, 
reverse, herald on prancing horse left, standing on a plaque 
bordered with rose, thistle and shamrock and in relief, 
'Crowned/May 12th 1937'.   Small nick in left obverse fi eld, 
obverse toned, otherwise uncirculated.   

 $90 

    

  

 2884* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
in matt gilt (44mm) (G.CM184c; BHM4284), by G.Allen, 
obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII right, 
reverse, herald on prancing horse left, standing on a plaque 
bordered with rose, thistle and shamrock and in relief, 
'Crowned/May 12th 1937'.   Minor edge nicks, otherwise 
uncirculated.   

 $90 

     

  

lot 2885 part (following page)
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 part

2885* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, in 
gilt (32mm) (G.CM188b), pierced for suspension, obverse, 
crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII right, reverse, Royal 
Arms with supporters in centre; another in bronze (25mm), 
(G.CM193), uniface, obverse, crowned and robed bust of 
Edward VIII right; another in gilt (23mm) (G.CM211), 
with suspension loop, obverse, crowned and robed bust of 
Edward VIII right, reverse, at top is a crown on cushion 
with laurel spray and below a 4-line inscription; another 
in bronze (32mm) (G.CM231.1), obverse, crowned and 
robed bust of Edward VIII left, reverse, intaglio imprint of 
obverse; another in aluminium (28mm) (G.CM242), pierced 
for suspension, obverse, crowned and draped bust of Edward 
VIII right, reverse, crowned lion passant holding Royal Arms 
on shield with 3-line inscription below and with a border of 
sprays of oak, shamrock and thistle and inscribed ribands, 
all on a supporting tree in the ocean with a ship at the sides; 
another in gilt (32mm) (G.CM299b), with suspension loop, 
obverse, crowned and robed bust right, reverse, crown 
with 'E/R' at sides and 5-line inscription below, around the 
edge, 'STRUCK BY THE MAKERS OF ROWNTREE'S 
COCOA JELLIES & GUMS'; another in bronze (19x25mm) 
(G.CM310), with suspension loop, obverse, crowned and 
draped bust of Edward VIII right, reverse, intaglio impression 
of obverse; another in gilt and enamel (24mm) (G.CM313.1), 
uniface, obverse, Crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII 
right; another in white metal (38mm) (G.CM333), pierced 
for suspension, obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward 
VIII right, reverse, Arms of London above a wreathed and 
inscribed ribbon scroll with 6-line inscription below, type 
with a dot under both the t and h in 12th May; also Four 
Generations of the Royal Family Diamond Jubilee medal, 
1897, in bronze (32mm) (G.CM5a), obverse, conjoined busts 
of baby Prince Edward, Duke of York, Prince of Wales and 
Queen Victoria, reverse, three shields with radiate crown 
above and crossed stems of rose, thistle, shamrock and leek 
below.   Good - good very fi ne.  (10)  

 $160 

      

 part

2886* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, in 
bronze (26mm) (G.CM194b), obverse, crowned and robed 
bust of Edward VIII right, reverse, 5-line inscription within 
wreath of rose, thistle, shamrock and laurel with overlay of 
Royal Arms and Arms of the Dominions, at bottom 'Made 
In/England'; in gilt (26mm) (G.CM211), with suspension 
loop, obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII right, 
reverse, crown on cushion with laurel spray, all above a 4-
line inscription, below this, 'N.P.O.LD BELFAST MADE 
IN ENGLAND'; another identical but with suspension 
loop removed and then encased in plastic as a small paper 
weight  another identical in gilt (26mm) (G.CM211); Duke 
of Windsor Memorial, 1972, in silver (38mm) (G.CM381) 
and in silver (51mm) (G.CM382), both edge numbered 
108, obverse, head of Edward VIII left, reverse, montage 
of Windsor Castle, ancient harp, passant heraldic lions and 
branched sprays superimposed on a pyramid, hallmarked 
for Birmingham 1972 by BM & B Co (Birmingham Medal 
& Badge Co).   Very fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (6)  

 $150 

      

 part

2887* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, in 
silver (26mm) (G.CM194d), obverse, crowned and robed 
bust of Edward VIII right, reverse, 5-line inscription within 
wreath of rose, thistle, shamrock and laurel with overlay 
of Royal Arms and Arms of the Dominions, at bottom 
'Made In/England'; another, 1937, in silvered (50x2.5mm) 
(G.CM257b; BHM4295), obverse, crowned and robed 
bust of Edward VIII left and at truncation of shoulder, 'H 
B SALE LTD', reverse, Britannia standing and facing with 
arms clasped with Dominion counterparts all standing 
around a globe with clouds below with names incuse of 
Great Britain and her Dominions, at the right edge, 'SALE 
BHAM'.   In cases of issue, the fi rst a Coronation 1937 case, 
uncirculated.  (2)  

 $100 
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 part

2888* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
in bronze (51x4mm) and another in silver (51x3mm) 
(G.CM197a, b; BHM4304), obverse, crowned and robed 
bust of Edward VIII right, reverse, 5-line inscription within 
wreath of rose, thistle, shamrock and laurel with overlay 
of Royal arms and arms of the Dominions, at left and right 
edge, 'Made In/England'.   The fi rst toned with one minor 
edge nick on obverse, otherwise uncirculated.  (2)  

 $200 

    

 

lot 2889

   

 part

2889* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
in gilt (32mm) (G.CM200a) (4), with suspension loop and 
ribbon, obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII 
right, reverse, 5-line inscription within wreath of rose, 
thistle, shamrock and laurel with overlay of Royal arms 
and arms of the Dominions, at bottom, 'Made In/England'; 
in gilt (35mm) (G.CM216 [part of set]), with suspender, 
'Coronation/Hospital Fund' and ribbon, obverse, crowned 
and robed bust of Edward VIII right, reverse, Britannia 
seated right, helmet at side and holding crown with dove 
atop holding an olive branch in beak, around the edge, 
'CANADA . INDIA . S.AFRICA . AUSTRALIA . NEW 
ZEALAND/BRITAIN'; in bronze (38mm), with suspension 
loop and brooch bar, obverse, crowned and robed bust of 
Edward VIII right, reverse, Britannia standing three quarters 
right holding trident and shield, left arm extended with laurel 
wreath and Westminster Abbey in background.   A few with 
tone spots, otherwise uncirculated.  (6)  

 $150 

      

 part

2890* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, in 
gilt (38x3mm) (G.CM203c; BHM4303), obverse, Edward 
VIII crowned and robed bust right, reverse, coronation 
scene, Made In England directly across the bottom of 
the dais; another identical but in silver (38x2.5mm) 
(G.CM203d; BHM4303), edge marked for silver by maker 
A.F (A.Fenwick).   The fi rst with a few minor edge nicks, 
otherwise uncirculated.  (2)  

 $100 
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 2891* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, in 
silver (51mm) (G.CM204b; BHM4303), obverse, Edward 
VIII crowned and robed bust right, reverse, coronation 
scene, Made In England at bottom right of Edward's 
chair, edge marked for silver by maker A.F (A.Fenwick).   
Uncirculated.   

 $100 

    

  

 2892* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, in 
silver (51mm) (G.CM205), obverse, Edward VIII crowned 
and robed bust right, reverse, on a raised centrepiece is a 
coronation scene as for G.CM204b but Made In England 
directly across the bottom of the dais, hallmarked by the 
maker A.F (A.Fenwick) for Birmingham 1936 at the bottom 
in the blank border.   Some uneven toning and scuffi ng on 
obverse, otherwise extremely fi ne and scarce.   

 $100 

     

lot 2893 part
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 part

2893* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
in aluminium (35mm) (G.CM214b) part of a proposed 
set of four, with ribbon and Coronation Hospital Fund 
suspension brooch, obverse, crowned and robed bust of 
Edward VIII right, reverse, Britannia seated right, helmet 
at side and holding crown with dove atop holding an olive 
branch in beak, around the edge, 'CANADA . INDIA . 
S.AFRICA . AUSTRALIA . NEW ZEALAND/BRITAIN'; 
another in aluminium (octagonal 38mm) (G.CM224b), 
with suspension loop, ribbon and securing pin, obverse, 
crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII right and above, 
below and at sides left to right rose, shamrocks, thistle and 
leeks, reverse, rectangular tablet dividing incuse roses and 
all superimposed on an oak tree; another in aluminium 
(38mm) (G.CM225.1a), with suspension loop, ribbon and 
securing pin, obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward 
VIII right, reverse, crown and sceptre on cushion with rose 
branch, Westminster Abbey in upper right fi eld; another 
in aluminium (26mm) (G.CM232), with suspension loop, 
ribbon and securing pin, obverse, crowned and robed bust 
of Edward VIII left, reverse, radiate ship of state with crown 
on full sail; another in aluminium (28mm) (G.CM246a) also 
(35mm) (G.CM247a), both with suspension loop, decorated 
suspension bar, ribbon and securing pin, obverse, crowned 
and robed bust of Edward VIII left, reverse, crown upon 
crossed sceptres superimposed on a Tudor rose.   The fi rst 
two with some scuffi ng, otherwise extremely fi ne, the rest 
uncirculated.  (6)  

 $180 

    

  

 part

2894* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
in bronze (57mm) (G.CM215a; BHM4286), by E.Carter 
Preston, crowned, robed bust of Edward VIII right, J.R.G 
at right edge, reverse, Britannia seated right, helmet at side 
and holding crown with dove atop holding an olive branch 
in beak, around the edge, 'CANADA . INDIA . S.AFRICA 
. AUSTRALIA . NEW ZEALAND/BRITAIN'; another 
identical but a restrike, 1986, in lacquered bronze (57mm).   
The fi rst with hairlines and a few small nicks, otherwise 
extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $70 

      

 2895* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
in silver (30x49mm) (G.CM217), with suspension loop, 
uniface, obverse, oval portrait of crowned and robed bust 
of Edward VIII right, below initials, J.R.G' (J.R.Gaunt).    
Extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $100 
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 2896* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
in silver (26mm) (not recorded in Giordano or BHM but 
identical to G.CM219b however with addition of 1937 
in legend and reverse is stamped by maker, also see note 
to G.CM357), by W.H.Hasler Ltd, obverse, barehead of 
Edward VIII right and with a raised border with legend, 
'EDWARD VIII KING AND EMPEROR 1937', reverse, 
plain except for incuse maker's mark 'W.H.H' and hallmark 
for Birmingham 1936.   In case, toned good extremely fi ne 
and rare.   

 $150 

      

 part

2897* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII, proposed coronation medal, 
1937, in aluminium (octagonal 38mm) (G.CM224b), 
with suspension loop, ribbon and brooch bar marked on 
reverse, 'From The British Aluminium Co Ltd'; another in 
aluminium (32mm) (G.CM236), with ribbon and brooch 
suspender with King's crown in centre; another in aluminium 
(32mm) (G.CM277a), with suspension loop, ribbon and 
pin suspender; another in gilt (27x35mm) (G.CM338.2), 
with coloured photo of Edward VIII in coronation dress in 
centre, missing pin from back; medallic brooch bar in gilt 
bronze with medal in centre (20mm), dated MCM/XXX/VII 
(G.C212a); voided medal in silvered and enamel (23mm) 
(G.CM268), with pin back; photo-type portrait in gilt frame 
(19mm), with crowned brooch bar and ribbon (G.CM338.8); 
twin busts on scroll within a wish-bone, all in silvered and 
enamel (20x38mm) (cf. G.CM322.4); oval cameo brooch 
(28x40mm) (G.CM184.1), pin back; an original, circular 
cardboard case with 1937 Coronation stickers affi xed (47mm 
internal diameter).   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (10)  

 $100 

      

 part

2898* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, in 
silver (38mm) (G.CM256c; BHM4295), obverse, crowned 
and robed bust of Edward VIII left, reverse, Britannia 
standing and facing with arms clasped with Dominion 
counterparts all standing around a globe with clouds below 
with names incuse of Great Britain and her Dominions, at 
the right edge, 'SALE BHAM'; others silvered (50x2.5mm) 
(G.CM257b; BHM4295) (3), identical to fi rst but on obverse 
at base of bust, 'H B SALE LTD'.   Very fi ne.  (4)  

 $80 

    

  

 part

2899* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
in silvered (50x2.5mm) (G.CM257b; BHM4295), obverse, 
crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII left and at truncation 
of shoulder, 'H B SALE LTD', reverse, Britannia standing 
and facing with arms clasped with Dominion counterparts 
all standing around a globe with clouds below with names 
incuse of Great Britain and her Dominions, at the right 
edge, 'SALE BHAM'; another identical but thicker planchet 
(50x3mm).   Very fi ne - good very fi ne.  (2)  

 $90 
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 2900* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
in silvered (38mm) (unrecorded but obverse similar to 
G.CM258c), with suspension loop, ribbon and suspension 
pin, obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII 
left, reverse, arms of Kensington in centre and at sides, 
1910/1935', in the border, THE ROYAL BOROUGH OF 
KENSINGTON'.   Stain spot on reverse, otherwise extremely 
fi ne and rare.   

 $100 

    

  

lot 2901  part

2901* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
dark bronze (44.5mm) (G.CM271a; BHM4308), obverse, 
crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII right, reverse, 
Britannia standing facing within columned portico, holding 
crown aloft and fl ag, river Thames in background with St 
Paul's cathedral and ship on horizon; another in bronze 
(51mm) (G.CM283a; BHM4298), obverse, crowned and 
robed bust of Edward VIII right, reverse, Britannia standing 
three quarters right holding trident and shield, left arm 
extended with laurel wreath and Westminster Abbey in 
background.   Some edge nicks, otherwise good very fi ne; 
good extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $80 

    

  

 part

2902* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, in 
bronze (51mm) (G.CM283a; BHM4298), obverse, crowned 
and robed bust of Edward VIII right, reverse, Britannia 
standing three quarters right holding trident and shield, left 
arm extended with laurel wreath and Westminster Abbey 
in background; another in bronze (51mm) (G.CM353a; 
BHM4280), obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward 
VIII right, reverse, scroll within laurel wreath and on relief 
thereon, 'Ascended The Throne/January 20 1936/Abdicated/
December 10 1936'; another in silvered being a thin plate 
impression only of the obverse design of above two medals 
(51mm).   Extremely fi ne - good extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $120 
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 2903* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
in aluminium (29x46mm) (G.CM285a), by Turner & 
Simpson Ltd, with suspension loop, ribbon and gilt brooch 
bar, obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII right, 
reverse, blank rectangular recessed panel at top sides a laurel 
spray at the bottom the crowned EVIIIR cipher.   Extremely 
fi ne and scarce.   

 $90 

            

   

 part

2904* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
in silvered  (20mm) (G.CM287b), with suspension loop, 
obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII right, 
reverse, EVIIIR cipher in centre; another similar design in 
silver (18mm) (G.CM289), hallmarked below cipher; another 
similar in gilt (20mm) (G.CM290a), pin back; another similar 
but cast in gilt lead (28mm) (G.CM312.1), with suspension 
bar and ribbon; crowned EVIIIR voided slider in silvered 
(21x14mm), missing one rod on reverse; crowned ER 1937 
silvered and enamel lapel badge (12x18mm); Coronation 
EVIII cuffl ink in gilt and enamel, missing link fi tting on 
reverse; Coronation 1937 in bronze (22mm) unlisted, 
crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII left and EVIIIR 
cipher below, reverse is intaglio impression of obverse.   Very 
fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (8)  

 $80 

    

  

 2905* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, in 
bronze (81mm) (G.CM300; BHM4289; Eimer 2042), by 
Professor L.Hujer for Vienna Mint, obverse, bareheaded and 
uniformed bust of Edward VIII left, reverse, 5-line inscription 
with legend around, edge stamped, 'Made in Austria'.   In 
original case, some toned areas, otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $150 
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 2906* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, in bronze (60mm) (G.CM301a; BHM 4297; Eimer 2043), by 
J.Tautenhayn for Vienna Mint, obverse, Edward VIII head left, reverse, St Edward's crown in centre with 1937 above.   
Uncirculated and rare.   

 $150 

    

  

 2907* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, in silver (60mm) (G.CM301b; BHM 4297; Eimer 2043), by 
J.Tautenhayn for Vienna Mint, obverse, Edward VIII head left, reverse, St Edward's crown in centre with 1937 above, edge 
marked for 900 fi ne silver.   Uncirculated and rare.   

 $300 
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 part

2908* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
in silvered tin plate (32x41mm) (G.CM323), with top 
crown and suspension bar, ribbon and brooch bar with pin, 
obverse, bareheaded bust of Edward VIII three quarters left, 
reverse, incuse impression of obverse; in white metal (38mm) 
(G.CM329a), with suspension loop, ribbon and pin brooch, 
obverse, bareheaded and uniformed bust of Edward VIII 
right, reverse, arms of London within a wreath and below 
5-line inscription (F of OF on 3-rd line faint); another in 
white metal (38mm) (G.CM329.1), with suspension loop and 
ribbon, obverse, as for previous, reverse, 6-line inscription 
with wreath around edge; in white metal (38x3mm) 
(G.CM333) (5), with suspension loop and ribbon, obverse, 
crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII right, reverse, arms 
of London above a wreathed and inscribed ribbon scroll with 
6-line inscription below, one type has a short bar under the 
h in 12th May and three have a dot under both the t and 
h in 12th May, also one medal has a fl at fi nish, all types 
except two have slightly different placement of lettering in 
the inscription and one has a stop before H at the start of 
the obverse legend (this fact is not recorded in Giordano).   
Fine - good very fi ne.  (8)  

 $150 

     

 part

2909* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, in 
tin within a gilt frame (29.5mm) (G.CM325), with pin back, 
features bareheaded uniformed bust of Edward VIII right 
with Made In England below, still on original issue souvenir 
card; another but in bronze with lapel lug on reverse and no 
souvenir card; another in tin within a gilt laurel leaf, brass 
backed frame (43mm), with pin back; another identical to 
previous but in bronze and with suspension loop on frame; 
another in bronze (38mm) (G.CM325.1), comprises two 
obverses stuck together with a red, white and blue ribbon 
between and with a pin suspension at the top of the ribbon; 
another identical but in aluminium (38mm), pin missing from 
ribbon which is faded and damaged.   The fi rst and third with 
tin pest marks, the second with some scratches, the last with 
dents, otherwise very fi ne - uncirculated.  (5)  

 $100 

     

lot 2910 paet
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 part

2910* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
an intaglio impression in brass plate in frame (28.5mm) 
with crown at top (not recorded in Giordano - similar to 
G.CM325), obverse, bareheaded uniform bust of Edward 
VIII half facing right, pin back with bar below for attaching 
ribbon; in silvered (35mm) (G.CM214 - not recorded in 
silvered), obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII 
right, reverse, Britannia seated right, helmet at side and 
holding crown with dove atop holding an olive branch in 
beak, around the edge, 'CANADA . INDIA . S.AFRICA . 
AUSTRALIA . NEW ZEALAND/BRITAIN'; in gilt (33mm) 
(G.CM226b), obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward 
VIII left, reverse, Westminster Abbey; in gilt (26mm) 
(G.CM270a) (2) and silvered (26mm) (G.CM270c) (2), the 
fi rst two and one of the last two with ribbon below crowned 
suspender bar with loop, obverse, crowned and robed bust of 
Edward VIII right, reverse, Britannia standing facing within 
columned portico, holding crown aloft and fl ag, river Thames 
in background with St Paul's cathedral and ship on horizon.   
Good fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (7)  

 $110 

 

 

  

lot 2911 part

    

 

 

  

 2911* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VII Proposed Coronation set of four, 
1937, in white metal and gilt, the two large medals with 
brooch bars 'Coronation/Hospital Fund', medal by E.Carter 
Preston designer of the WWI Memorial Plaque.   In box of 
issue with certifi cate, the box damaged and with foxing on 
interior lid lining, the set uncirculated.   

 $100 
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 2912* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VII Proposed Coronation, 1937, 
in white metal (38mm) (not recorded by Giordano), 
uniface and fitted to a plain brass disc, with a ribbon 
and brooch pin, obverse, crowned and robed bust of 
Edward VIII three quarters facing, below a scroll marked, 
'CORONATION.1937', attached by the brooch pin to a 
'SOUVENIR OF CORONATION KING EDWARD VIII 
1937' card.   The card in excellent condition and with the 
fi gure 7648 lightly inked thereon, the medal with some age 
toning, otherwise uncirculated and scarce with the original 
card in this condition.   

 $80 

   2913 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII, Coronation 1937 souvenir 
circular wall hanging (15.2cm), in colour in plastic frame 
with clear plastic cover (a badge was also issued with the 
same design), features facing bareheaded and uniformed bust 
of Edward VIII inside a crowned wreath and with fl ags and 
names of Dominions around; Abdication 1936, large black 
bakelite medal (11.4cm) (G.CM343a), double pierced at top 
edge for suspension, made by Clang Ltd for B.A.Seaby, at 
the top of the obverse is a rectangular box for inserting an 
Edward VIII portrait stamp, on the balance of the obverse 
and reverse is the text of the abdication speech.   The plastic 
cover of the fi rst item is cracked and the hanging hooks 
are missing from the reverse, otherwise extremely fi ne, the 
second scarce.  (2)  

 $100 

     

 2914* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Coronation, 1937, brooch in 
silvered (24mm), with photo in centre with diamond-like 
stones around, pin back, on original card of issue (appears 
to be unlisted in Portraits of a Prince by Giordano).   Small 
section missing at top of card, the brooch uncirculated.   

 $70 

     

  

   

 2915* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Abdication, 1936, set of three 
in silvered (35mm) (G.CM356b, however in the set being 
offered, the reverse for the George V and Mary medal is 
swapped with that for George VI and Elizabeth and vice 
versa).   In case of issue, the lid lining with foxing, the medals 
uncirculated.   

 $150 
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 2916* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Abdication, 1936, set of three in 
silvered (32mm) (design as for G.CM357a by W.H.Hasler 
Ltd however reverse not hallmarked and signed), in identical 
style of case as for case of issue by Hasler and with identical 
inner set label however this case is marked for A.Fattorini.   
Case lid lining with foxing, medals toned good very fi ne.   

 $100 

    

 

lot 2917 part

 

 

 

  

 2917* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Abdication, 1936, set of three in 
matt bronze (51mm) (G.CM359a; BHM4263, 4280, 4351).   
In case of issue, this with some damage and foxing on lining, 
the medals nearly uncirculated.   

 $100 
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 part

2918* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Abdication, Diamond Jubilee 
of Investiture, set of two, 1971, in bronze (35mm) 
(G.CM379b);  Duke of Windsor Memorial, 1972, in silver 
(38mm) (G.CM380a) (2), by John Pinches; another issue, one 
in gilt and the other in cupro nickel (45mm) (G.CM383a, 
b) (2), by Coincraft; retrospective medals, Milestones of the 
Millennium, 2000, in silver (39mm) (G.MM24), obverse, 
barehead of Edward VIII left, reverse, 8-line inscription (one 
ounce .999 fi ne silver); Lobel/Edward VIII ten ecus value 
in trade at Coincraft issued to commemorate the Visit of 
Richard and Claire Lobel to Saint Helena & South Africa, 

1993, proof in cupro nickel (37mm) (G.FM19.1a), obverse, 
12-line inscription, reverse, image of obverse of George I 
Accession medal at left and obverse of Lobel Series fantasy 
medal for Edward VIII at right, above COINCRAFT and 
phone number and at the bottom is the trading address with 
wreath below; fantasy coins, set of three, 1937 (issued 2000), 
in bronze, gilt and silver (G.FC21c, d, e), by International 
Numismatic Agencies, obverse, barehead of Edward VIII 
left, reverse type 1, design of double fl orin except in legend 
REX not REG; Edward VIII New Strike Pattern Set, 6-coin 
fantasy set of threepence, sixpence, shilling, two shillings, 
two shillings and sixpence and fi ve shillings dated 1936 and 
issued in 2016 to mark the 80th anniversary of Edward 
VIII's abdication, issued by The London Mint Offi ce; also 
Australia, medallic crowns based on Lobel Series, 1936 
(issued 1984), in cupro nickel (38mm) (G.FM21b) with 
date on obverse under bust '20.1.36-11.12.36'; another but 
without dates and thin tail on kangaroo and thin platform 
under kangaroo, in cupro nickel (38mm); Canada, Edward 
VIII Ascession and Abdication medal, 1936 (issued 2009), 
in copper (36mm), by Royal Canadian Mint.   All in cases, 
one case with foxing, otherwise uncirculated - proof-like 
uncirculated.  (12)  

 $180 

     

  

  

lot 2919 part
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 part

2919* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Proposed Coronation and 
Abdication medals, 1936-37, also noted a proposed award 
medal, various issues in aluminium, white metal, bronze, 
gilt, silvered, silver, and some enamelled types, noted some 
duplicates.   All in 2x2 holders, many with reference numbers 
particularly Giordano numbers, on coin pages in a high 
quality maroon coin album, mostly fi ne - uncirculated.  
(147)  

 $3,000 

   2920 
  Great Britain,   The Patterns of Edward VIII 1937 retrospective 
silver plated commemorative collection of seven medals (all 
38mm), includes medallic fantasies for threepence, sixpence, 
shilling, two shillings, half crown, crown and a collection title 
medal with the obverse featuring the barehead of Edward 
VIII left, others with obverse featuring Edward VIII's Royal 
Cypher and the motto of the Order of the Garter and reverse 
for the proposed coinage design by Raphael Maklouf.   Housed 
in a timber and plush lined collection case by Westminster 
and with certifi cate, proof-like  uncirculated.   

 $50 

     

  

  

  

  

          

 2921* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII Fantasy Coins, 7-coin proof 
set of threepence (2 different), sixpence, shilling, fl orin, 
halfcrown and fi ve shillings, 1937 (issued 1999), in sterling 
silver (G.FC6, 6.1, 6.2, 7, 8, 9, 10), by Raphael Maklouf and 
commissioned by The Historic Coin Company Limited.   In 
case of issue with certifi cate number 2,211 of 3,500 issued, 
FDC.   

 $150 
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 2922* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII, medallic proof sovereign, 1936, 
edge hallmarked PD .375 London (9ct, 6.12g, 22mm) 
(G.FC43).   FDC.   

 $120 

     

   

 2923* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII, medallic sovereign, 1937, PM 
under truncation, edge hallmarked .375 London, (9ct, 
6.33g, 22mm) (copy of G.P11); medallic sovereign, 1937, 
PM under truncation, at right of neck in relief, 'COPY', 
struck in gilt (20mm) (G.FC48), by Great American Coin 
Co.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $150 

    

lot 2924 part

  

 part

2924* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII, Richard Lobel Series of proof 
fantasy medals, 1936 (issued 1984), in gilt and also in cupro 
nickel (38mm) (various issues from G.FM27a to FM65b) 
(24), all obverses feature bareheaded bust of Edward VIII 
left, includes one of each for British North Borneo, Burma, 
Cyprus, Gibraltar, Gold Coast, Isle of Man, Mauritius, 
Newfoundland, New Guinea, Palestine, Sierra Leone and 
Southern Rhodesia; Abdication 50th Anniversary issues, 
1986, in gilt or cupro nickel (38mm), all reverses feature 
7-line inscription below a crown and with a wreath at the 
bottom, includes bareheaded bust of Edward VIII left (2, 
one gilt and one cupro nickel), St George and the dragon 
(1 in gilt), three quarters facing bareheaded bust of Edward 
VIII (2, both gilt), the Duke and Duchess of Windsor facing 
(1 in gilt); also Lobel/Edward VIII ten ecus value in trade at 
Coincraft issued to commemorate the Visit of Richard and 
Claire Lobel to Saint Helena & South Africa, 1993, in cupro 
nickel (37mm), obverse, 12-line inscription, reverse, image of 
obverse of George I Accession medal at left and obverse of 
Lobel Series fantasy medal for Edward VIII at right, above 
COINCRAFT and phone number and at the bottom is the 
trading address with wreath below.   All medals in plastic 
cases of issue, FDC.  (31)  

 $350 

      

 2925* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII, medallic proof sovereign, 1936, 
below bust hallmarked TM .375 London (9ct, 5.22g, 22mm) 
(G.FM42c).   Toned uncirculated.   

 $100 
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 part

2926* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII retrospective modern medals, 
British Monarch Series, 1980, in gilt silver (21mm) 
(G.MM4.3) (2), obverse, crowned and robed bust of Edward 
VIII left, reverse, a shield of 15 dots; fantasy coins and 
medals, crowns, 1937, in bronze, gilt and silver (38mm) 
(G.FC19c, d, e) (3), by International Numismatic Agencies; 
threepence, 1937, in bronzed (21mm) (G.FC46b) (2), one 
in plastic case, also a casting of the obverse of an original 
Edward VIII threepence, in resin (20mm) (G.FC5), by Fred 
J.Jefferey & Son, uniface, and an original George VI brass 
threepence, 1937; pennies, 1937, in bronze (30mm) (G.FC47, 
but not stamped COPY on obverse) (2), by Great American 
Coin Co; British Numismatic Trade Association phonecard, 
1994, for Centenary of Birth of Edward VIII and featuring 
an Edward VIII threepence; sovereign, 1937, in gilt silver 
(20mm) (G.FC48), by Great American Coin Co; also replica 
stamps featuring head of Edward VIII to left, one halfpenny 
in gilt silver and penny in silver (2) all hallmarked on reverse.   
In 2x2 holders or coin fl ips, one cased, the resin casting good, 
the George VI issue extremely fi ne, of the rest a few with 
minor tone spots, otherwise proof-like uncirculated.  (16)  

 $150 

    

  

 part

2927* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII, proof medal, 1936 (issued 
2011), in cupro nickel and enamel (70mm), by Windsor 
Mint; another Year of the Three Kings, 1936 (issued 2011), 
in cupro nickel and enamel (70mm), by Windsor Mint, 
with certifi cate number 00348 of 1,936 issued; Edward VIII 
New Strike Pattern fi ve shillings dated 1936, in gilt (38mm), 
reverse features Una and the lion, issued by The London Mint 
Offi ce in 2016 to mark the 80th Anniversary of Edward 
VIII's Abdication; retrospective medals, Edward VIII, 1936, 
in silver (44mm) (G.MM2), by Franklin Mint, reverse of 
Royal Standard within garter; Edward VIII and The Kings 
& Queens of the British Isles, 1936 (issued 1980), in silver 
(45mm) (G.MM5), by Birmingham Mint, reverse with large 
oak tree with crown around trunk; 60th Anniversary of the 
Three Kings of 1936, set of three, issued 1986, in cupro 
nickel (38mm) (G.CM23.1b), includes obverses for George 
V, Edward VIII and George VI, in plastic case; fantasy medal, 
1936 (issued 1984), in cupro nickel (38mm) (G.FM43c), 
reverse features St George and dragon, in plastic case with 
a set of four unused 1936 Edward VIII  postage stamps.   All 
but the last two in cases or packs, uncirculated.  (7)  

 $120 

      

 part

2928* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII, pattern proof coinage, c2011, 
all gold plated, includes one crown (3, one 48mm and 
two 38mm), half-crown (49mm) with certifi cate, sixpence 
(32mm) with certifi cate, and one penny (49mm), all feature 
plain head of Edward VIII left and with EVIIIR below.   All 
in plastic capsules, FDC.  (6)  

 $120 
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 part

2929* 
  Great Britain,   Edward VIII, fantasy medallic crowns, 
undated (1937), issued c2012 in silver (only 12 minted), 
nickel silver, aluminium, gold coated alloy, platinum coated 
alloy, piedfort copper, piedfort silver coated, piedfort gold 
coated (38mm), all milled edge, obverse, head of Edward 
VIII left by D.R.G. (D.R.Golder), reverse, crowned coat of 
arms within a garter, issued by International Numismatic 
Agencies.   Proof-like uncirculated.  (8)  

 $200 

      

 2930* 
  India,   Princely State, Jaipur, Man Singh II and Edward VIII, 
nazarana paisa, Regnal year 15 (1936) (KM.167).   Orange 
and brown with a few traces of mint red, some dark toned 
areas, otherwise extremely fi ne and very rare.   

 $250 

 Ex Ian McCutcheon Collection and Noble Numismatics Sale 56 (lot 
1154). 

     

   

lot 2931  part

2931* 
  India,   Princely States, Jodhpur, Umaid Singh with inscription 
for Edward VIII, quarter annas, 1936 (KM.131 [4], 132, 
133 [3]) (8); Kutch, Regal issue fi fth series, Edward VIII in 
legend, three dokda, 1936 (VS1993) (3), kori, 1936 (VS1992, 
VS1993 [2]) (3), two and a half kori, 1936 (VS1992, VS1993) 
(2), fi ve kori, 1936 (VS1992, VS1993 [2]) (3) (KM.Y.63 [3], 
65 [3], 66 [2], 67 [3]) (11).   The Jodhpur coins fi ne - very fi ne, 
the Kutch coins good very fi ne - gem uncirculated.  (19)  

 $250 

      

 2932* 
  Japan,   Edward VIII Visit to Japan, 1922, in silver (24mm) 
(G.CM65.1), with loop suspension, obverse, uniformed 
bust of Edward VIII three quarters facing with Japanese text 
legend (The Prince of Wales Medal), reverse, crossed fl ags of 
Great Britain and Japan in centre with Japanese text legend 
at top (Shizuoka Prefecture the Eleventh Era of the Emperor 
April) and in Japanese text at bottom (1922).   Contact marks, 
otherwise nearly fi ne and very rare.   

 $100 

    

  

 2933* 
  Malaya,   Edward VIII, Edward Prince of Wales Malaya 
Borneo Exhibition, 1922, in bronze (45mm) (G.CM67a), 
obverse, bareheaded bust right, reverse, Britannia standing at 
right facing left holding a shield and a trident forward with 
a native seaside village with radiate sky in left fi eld, below 
Britannia is a scroll impressed, 'AWARDED TO', unnamed.   
In case of issue, uncirculated.   

 $100 
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 part

2934* 
  New Zealand,   Edward VIII, 50th Anniversary of Accession, 
1986, in aluminium, gilt aluminium, coppered aluminium, 
antiqued bronze, gilt bronze, and silver (51mm) (G.MM13a-
f; M&P.1986/4), by Leon G.Morel; another different 
design in gold plated wood (38mm), (G.MM13.6), by Leon 
G.Morel.   Uncirculated.  (7)  

 $120 

    

  

lot 2935  part

2935* 
  New Zealand,   Edward VIII, 50th Anniversary of Abdication, 
1986, in aluminium, gilt aluminium, coppered aluminium, 
antiqued bronze, gilt bronze, and silver (51mm) (G.MM13.1a-
f; M&P.1986/5) (6), by Leon G.Morel; another similar design 
in stamped wood (51mm) (2, one in blue and one in red ink, 
the fi rst upset 180 degrees and the second only slightly upset) 
(not listed in Giordano), by Leon G.Morel.   In small brown 
envelopes of issue, the second and fourth with discolouration 
or heavy toning, otherwise uncirculated.  (8)  

 $90 

      

 part

2936* 
  New Zealand,   Edward VIII, fantasy medallic crowns, 
undated (1937), issued 2012 in nickel silver, aluminium, 
piedfort copper, piedfort silver coated, piedfort gold coated 
(38mm), all plain edge, obverse, head of Edward VIII left by 
DRG (D.R.Golder), reverse, map of New Zealand, sailing 
ship and compass, issued by International Numismatic 
Agencies.   Proof-like uncirculated.  (5)  

 $100 

      

 2937* 
  South Africa,   Visit of the Prince of Wales to Tembuland in 
South Africa, 1925, in white metal (32mm) (G.CM104a), 
with suspension loop, ribbon and brooch pin, obverse, 
uniformed bust left, reverse, arms of Umtata and in a wide 
border, 'MUNICIPALITY OF UMTATA' at the top and at 
the bottom, 'TEMBULAND'.   Toned, otherwise very fi ne 
and very rare.   

 $150 
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 part

2938* 
  USA,   Edward VIII, Edward Prince of Wales Visit to the 
United States, 1919, in bronze and another in silver (62mm) 
(G.CM44a and b; BHM4136; Eimer 1968), by John Flanagan 
for American Numismatic Society, obverse, bareheaded and 
uniformed bust of Edward right with Prince of Wales crest in 
front, reverse, Columbia standing at left on dais facing left 
with an 8-line inscription in front, with oak branches left 
and right and below the inscription the ANS emblem.   The 
fi rst good very fi ne and scarce, the second with a few thin 
scratches, otherwise very fi ne and rare.  (2)  

 $250 

      

 part

2939* 
  Wales,   Edward VIII, fantasy medallic crowns, 1937, in 
nickel silver, aluminium, platinum coated alloy, gold coated 
copper, piedfort copper, piedfort silver coated, piedfort gold 
coated (38mm), all plain edge, obverse, head of Edward 
VIII right by P.M. (Percy Metcalfe), reverse, Welsh dragon 
advancing left with crown above and plumes below.   A few 
with a small mark or surface spot, otherwise proof-like 
uncirculated.  (7)  

 $150 

      

 part

2940* 
  Wales,   Edward VIII, fantasy medallic crowns, 1937, in nickel 
silver, aluminium, platinum coated alloy, gold coated copper, 
piedfort copper, piedfort silver coated, piedfort gold coated 
(38mm), all milled edge, obverse, head of Edward VIII right 
by P.M. (Percy Metcalfe), reverse, Welsh dragon advancing 
left with crown above and plumes below.   The second last 
with some scuffi ng, otherwise proof-like uncirculated.  (7)  

 $150 

     

  

lot 2941 part
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 part

2941* 
  World medals,   Edward VIII, 1890s-1920s, a collection with 
various issues featuring Edward VII from a baby Prince 
Edward through to a young man, several British issues from 
the series of Four Generations of the Royal Family, others 
for his visits to various states and towns of Australia, also 
visits to Canada, India, South Africa, and Wales as well 
as exhibition and award medals, noted some unrecorded 
issues, several silver issues.   All in 2x2 holders, many with 
reference numbers particularly Giordano numbers, on coin 
pages in a high quality dark green coin album, mostly fi ne 
- extremely fi ne.  (134)  

 $2,000 

     

  

  

  

   

 part

2942* 
  World medals,   Edward VIII, 1890s-1937, a collection with 
various issues featuring one with Edward VII as a baby 
Prince Edward and then others through to his Proposed 
Coronation, includes some issues for his visits to Argentina, 
Australia, Chile and South Africa as well as exhibition and 
award medals.   All in 2x2 holders, many with reference 
numbers particularly Giordano numbers, on coin pages in 
a high quality dark blue coin album, mostly fi ne - extremely 
fi ne.  (58)  

 $1,000 
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 part

2943* 
  World,   Edward VIII, Argentina, Visit to the Republic, 
1925, in bronze (51mm) (G.CM107a) and in silver (51mm) 
(G.CM107b), obverse, barehead of Edward VIII right by 
J.M.Lubary, reverse, Royal Arms of Great Britain joined with 
Arms of Argentina, all on a wreath of ivy; Canada, Prince 
of Wales Visit to Vancouver, 1919, in bronze (27x45mm) 
(G.CM40.4), with suspension loop, obverse, facing 
uniformed bust of Edward VIII with crossed fl ags of England 
and Wales above and between the Prince of Wales plumes, 
below a 3-line inscription in a ribbon scroll, reverse, 4-lined 
Welsh inscription with Welsh legend around; Eastern High 
School of Commerce (Toronto, Ontario), 1937, in cupro 
nickel (33mm) (G.CM261a), rim with letter L in relief, with 
suspension loop, ribbon and fl oral decorated brooch bar 
dated 1937 and marked on reverse, Spink & Son, obverse, 
crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII left, reverse, Arms 
of school with school name around the edge; South Africa, 
Visit to Natal, 1925, in gilt (28mm) (G.CM100b), with 
suspension and ribbon, obverse, bareheaded bust of Edward 
VIII left, reverse, full armorial achievement of Natal; another 
identical obverse but different reverse (G.CM101b), with 
suspension and ribbon, reverse, fasces over fl oral wreath 
and at left and right, 'PRETORIA/JUNE 20th'. Very fi ne 
- extremely fi ne.   (6)     

 $250

     

  

 part

2944* 
  World,   Edward VIII, Argentina, Visit to the Republic, 
1925, in bronze (51mm) (G.CM107a), obverse, barehead 
of Edward VIII right by J.M.Lubary, reverse, Royal Arms of 
Great Britain joined with Arms of Argentina, all on a wreath 
of ivy; Great Britain, Edward VIII Abdication, 1936, in 
bronze (51mm) (G.CM350a), by J.Pinches, London, obverse, 
crowned and robed bust of Edward VIII left, reverse, 13-line 
inscription.   Both in cases of issue, the fi rst with some spotty 
toning, extremely fi ne, the second uncirculated.  (2)  

 $80 
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 part

2945* 
  World fantasy medals and coins,   Edward VIII, modern 
issues dated from 1936-2006, many Great Britain as well 
as various issues for Australia, Bermuda, Canada, Cyprus, 
Jersey and New Zealand, struck in a variety of metals and 
almost all featuring Edward VIII on the obverse, also noted a 
few modern issue offi cial coins for British Virgin Islands and 
Gibraltar, all featuring a portrait of Edward VIII, and one 
medal for British Industries Fair 1937 (G.CM355).   Mostly 
in 2x2 holders on coin pages in a high quality maroon coin 
album, many proof-like, overall extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  
(107)  

 $1,500 

          

 

 part

2946* 
  World,   Australia, Edward VIII, Visit to Australia, 1920, in 
silvered (20x22mm) (G.CM46.2), Prince of Wales plumes 
pin back; another similar in silvered (20x22mm) (not in 
Giordano), stick pin with ribbon; another similar but a 
circular badge in silvered (24mm) (not in Giordano), stick 
pin features Prince of Wales plumes with date at sides left 
and right, 'MAY/1920'; Great Britain, Proposed Coronation, 
1937, in silvered and enamel (23mm) (G.CM267b) (2), 
with suspension loop and one with ribbon and pin brooch 
suspender, obverse, crown and robed bust of Edward VIII 
right, reverse, 5-line inscription; another identical but voided 
background, in silvered and enamel (23mm) (G.CM268), 
pin-back; another in silvered and enamel (19x24.5mm) 
(identical to main design of G.CM311 and 311.1), with lapel 
lug on reverse; another in silvered and enamel (26x35mm) 
(G.CM312), pin back, obverse, bareheaded head right 
bordered by coronation regalia, with crown above, and at left 
and right fl ags and Royal supporters, scroll below; another 
in silvered and enamel (33x20mm) (not in Giordano), 
obverse, on an oval background is a crowned and robed 
bust of Edward VIII right, at left and right, 'ER/VIII', 
below, 'CROWNED MAY/1937', in the oval border at left 
and right, 'H.M.KING/EDWARD VIII', this whole design 
resting on a horizontal wish-bone with pin back.   Fine - nearly 
uncirculated.  (9)  

 $150 
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 part

2947* 
  World coins,   Edward VIII, Richard Lobel series of  medallic 
proof crowns, 1936, includes issues in bronze and cupro 
nickel zinc for Australia, Bermuda, British East Africa, 
Canada, Ceylon, Falkland Islands, Great Britain, Hong 
Kong, India, New Zealand, South Africa and Straits 
Settlements.   In series type albums, one red and one blue, 
FDC.  (24 crowns in 2 sets)  

 $300 

   2948 
  World coins,   Fiji, Edward VIII, penny, 1936 (KM.6) (8); 
Territory of New Guinea, Edward VIII, penny, 1936 (KM.6) 
(3).   The last three with traces of mint red, uncirculated.  
(11)  

 $50 

      

 part

2949* 
  World,   British Virgin Islands, proof silver ten dollars, 2006 
(G.MC13), reverse, three quarters facing uniformed bust 
of Edward VIII; (Malawi, proof silver twenty kwacha, 
1998 Abdication of King Edward VIII (G.MC9.1; KM.37); 
International Currency Bureau retrospective issues, England, 
proof gilt twenty fi ve euro and proof silver twenty fi ve euro, 
undated (1996) (G.MM22a, b) (2), obverse, bareheaded bust 
of Edward VIII left, reverse, rectangular insert of Edward 
VIII postage stamp, halfpenny green on fi rst and penny red 
on second, at left and right is a crown, and outside these, 
'60th ANNIVERSARY OF/ABDICATION 1936-1996'.   All 
coins in capsules, FDC.  (4)  

 $100 

   2950 
  Australia,   book titled Crossing The Line with His Royal 
Highness The Prince of Wales K.G., P.C., G.M.M.G., 
G.M.B.E., M.C. in H.M.S."Renown" Friday - Saturday, 
April 16-17, 1920, by Authority, published by Angus & 
Robertson Ltd, Sydney, 1920, board cover with dust jacket, 
48pp + 17pp of photos.   Some loss of paper at edges of dust 
jacket and spine and some age toning, most pages relatively 
free of foxing except on title page, overall fi ne.   

 $100 

   2951 
  New Zealand,   book titled, With the Prince in New Zealand 
by H.Hector Bolitho, published by Edwin Sayes, Auckland, 
NZ, 1920, hardcover, 215pp with b&w photos; another, 
Visit of His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales to the 
Dominion of New Zealand April - May, 1920, by Guy 
H.Scholefi eld, published by Government Printer, Wellington, 
1926, hardcover,327pp with b&w photos; Souvenir of H-R-
H The Prince of Wales Visit to New Zealand, Reception in 
Auckland April 1920, large illustrated booklet with coloured 
front and back cover and b&w internal photos with a few 
fold-out pages; Souvenir of Visit of H.R.H. The Prince of 
Wales to N.Z. April 1920, small booklet with coloured cover 
and b&w internal photos; H.R.H. The Prince of Wales Visit 
to Dunedin May 1920 Offi cial Souvenir Programmed, small 
booklet, 8pp.   Some with minor paper loss, a few with some 
foxing, otherwise good - very fi ne.  (5)  

 $100 

   2952 
  Edward VIII related numismatic books,   Portraits of a Prince, 
Coins, Medals, and Banknotes of Edward VIII by Joseph 
S.Giordano Jr, Spink & Son Ltd 2009, hardcover, 679pp 
with hundreds of b&w illustrations; History, Coinage, 
Paper Notes and Medals of Edward VIII of Great Britain 
by Richard J.Trowbridge, self published 1970, soft cover, 
56pp with some b&w illustrations; The Proposed Coinage of 
King Edward VIII by G.P.Dyer, Librarian and Curator, Royal 
Mint, 1973, soft cover, 31pp with some b&w illustrations; 
Spink's auction catalogue 21 October 2010, 'Portraits of 
a Prince' - Coins, Medals and Banknotes of Edward VIII, 
from the Collection of Joseph S.Giordano, 250 lots and 
profusely illustrated catalogue in colour, with prices realised 
list; Royal Commemorative Medals 1837-1977 Volume 6 
by Andrew Whittlestone & Michael Ewing, fi rst edition 
of 260 copies, soft cover, 119pp unnumbered, with b&w 
illustrations including many Edward VIII.   The last with 
small tear on bottom edge of cover, otherwise very fi ne - 
good very fi ne.  (5)  

 $70 
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   WORLD  GOLD  COINS 

      

 2953* 
  Albania,   Kingdom, Zog I, one hundred franga ari, 1926R 
(KM.11.1).   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $2,000 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2954* 
  Albania,   Kingdom, Zog I, one hundred franga ari, 1926R, 
two stars (KM.11.3).   Nearly uncirculated and very scarce.   

 $2,800 

      

 2955* 
  Albania,   Kingdom, Zog I, fi fty franga ari, 1938R (KM.25).   
Nearly uncirculated and rare.   

 $3,000 

      

 2956* 
  Albania,   Kingdom, Zog I, one hundred franga ari, 1938R 
(KM.26).   Nearly uncirculated and rare.   

 $4,000 

      

 2957* 
  Austria,   Salzburg, Hieronymus, ducat, 1782M (KM.452).   
Nearly uncirculated and very scarce.   

 $750 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2958* 
  Austria,   Salzburg, Hieronomous, trade coinage, ducat, 
1801M (KM.463).   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $350 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 part

2959* 
  Austria,   Franz Joseph, ducats, 1880, 1889, 1897 (KM.2267).   
Nearly uncirculated.  (3)  

 $450 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2960* 
  Austria,   Franz Joseph, four ducats, 1914 (KM.2276).   
Obverse surface marks, otherwise proof-like uncirculated.   

 $800 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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part

 2961* 
  Austria,   Franz Joseph, four ducats, 1915 restrikes (KM.2276).   
Choice proof-like uncirculated.  (2)  

 $1,200 
 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection. 

      

 2962* 
  Austria,   Franz Joseph I, ten corona, 1905 (KM.2805).   
Uncirculated.   

 $150 

      

 2963* 
  Austria,   Franz Joseph I, twenty corona, 1908 (KM.2811).   
Good extremely fi ne and scarce.   

 $400 

      

 2964* 
  Austria,   Franz Joseph I, one hundred corona, 1908, 60th 
Anniversary of Reign (KM.2812).   Proof-like, uncirculated.   

 $2,000 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2965* 
  Austria,   Franz Joseph I, ten corona, 1911 (KM.2816).   
Uncirculated.   

 $150 

   2966 
  Austria,   Franz Joseph I, ten corona, 1911 (KM.2816).   
Extremely fi ne.   

 $150 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2967* 
  Austria,   Franz Joseph I, one hundred corona, 1914 
(KM.2819), mintage 1195.   Proof-like uncirculated, and 
scarce.   

 $2,000 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2968* 
  Austria,   Republic, one hundred kronen, 1923 (KM.2831).   
Choice uncirculated and rare, mintage of 613.   

 $3,000 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2969* 
  Austria,   Republic, twenty fi ve schilling, 1930 (KM.2841).   
Uncirculated.   

 $300 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2970* 
  Austria,   Republic, one hundred schilling, 1934 (KM.2842).   
Proof-like, nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,000 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 2971* 
  Austria,   Republic, one hundred schilling, 1936 (KM.2857).   
Proof-like, nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,750 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2972* 
  Austria,   Republic, one hundred schilling, 1937 (KM.2857).   
Proof-like uncirculated and scarce.   

 $2,500 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2973* 
  Austria,   Republic, one thousand schilling, 1976, Millennium 
of Dynasty (KM.2933).   Uncirculated.   

 $750 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2974* 
  Belgium,   Albert, twenty francs, 1914 (KM.78).   Nearly 
uncirculated.   

 $550 

      

 2975* 
  Belgium,    Albert,  twenty francs, 1914 (KM.79).   
Uncirculated.   

 $500 

      

 2976* 
  Bolivia,   Charles IIII, eight escudos, 1806PJ, Potosi Mint 
(KM.81).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $1,750 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2977* 
  Brazil,   Peter II (Pedro), four thousand reis, 1699 (KM.99, 
Fr.21).   Very fi ne.   

 $1,000 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

   2978 
  British Virgin Islands,   Elizabeth II, proof fi fty dollars, 1980 
(KM.28).   In pack of issue, FDC.   

 $70 

      

 2979* 
  Brunei,   proof seven hundred and fi fty dollars, AH 1400 
(1980) commemorating the year of the Hejira (KM.25).   
Nearly FDC.   

 $650 

      

 2980* 
  Bulgaria,   Ferdinand I, twenty leva, 1912, Declaration of 
Independence 1908 commemorative (KM.33).   Extremely 
fi ne/good extremely fi ne.   

 $300 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 2981* 
  Bulgaria,   Ferdinand I, one hundred leva, 1912 (KM.34).   
Surface marks, mirror-like fi elds, good extremely fi ne.   

 $1,750 

      

 2982* 
  Canada,   George V, sovereign 1911C (Ottawa).   Nearly 
uncirculated.   

 $400 
 Ex B.W.Ahearn Collection. 

      

 2983* 
  Canada,   Elizabeth II, specimen twenty dollars, 1967 
(KM.71).   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $750 

      

 2984* 
  Cayman Islands,   Elizabeth II, proof fi fty dollars, 1977, Mary 
II (KM.23).   FDC.   

 $400 

      

 2985* 
  Ceylon (Sri Lanka),   Period of the Chola Invasion, (c.990-
1070), gold Kahavanu, 20mm, (4.42 g), obv. King reclining 
right, holding annulet, rev. King standing facing, head right, 
holding globule; altar, fl ames, conch, pellets, and lotus 
around, (Mitchiner, Non-Islamic 825; Friedberg 1).   Good 
very fi ne, scarce.   

 $300 

 The Ceylonese gold Kahavanu in the name of the "Lord of Sri Lanka" are 
believed to have been struck starting around 960, and continued through the 
period of the Chola occupation, with Raja Chola completing the conquest 
around 1001, and continuing until the expulsion of the Cholas by Vijaya 
Bahu around 1070. The standard anonymous Kahavanu have stereotyped 
fi gures of the king holding a sankh shell and lotus respectively on obverse and 
reverse. These variant types may have been struck at subsidiary mints around 
the island, or possibly even on the Indian mainland in Tamilnadu. 

      

 2986* 
  Ceylon (Sri Lanka),   Native coinages, Period of the Chola 
Invasion, (c.990-1070), gold aka or eighth Kahavanu 10mm, 
(0.46 g), obv. Vishnu standing right, holding globe; altar 
in right fi eld, rev. legend below annulet, (Mitchiner, Non-
Islamic 826; Friedberg 3).   Good very fi ne and rare.   

 $100 

   2987 
  China,   mint gold ten yuan, 1986, Panda (KM.132).   Choice 
uncirculated.   

 $150 

      

 2988* 
  Colombia,   Republic of New Granada, sixteen pesos, 1845RS 
(KM.94.1).   Good very fi ne.   

 $1,200 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2989* 
  Cuba,    Republ ic ,  twenty pesos,  1915 (KM.21).   
Uncirculated.   

 $2,000 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2990* 
  Czechoslovakia,   Republic, trade coinage, dukat, 1927 
(KM.8).   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 2991* 
  Egypt,   Mamluk Coinage, al-Ashraf Sayf al din Qaitbay, (A.H. 
873-901) (A.D. 1468-1496), gold ashrafi  or dinar, Aleppo 
mint, date off fl an as usual, (3.36 g), obv. & rev. four lines of 
legend divided by three horizontal cables to right, (A.1027, 
Balog 809).   Very fi ne and rare.   

 $150 

 Ex Classical Numismatic Group, December 4, 1999 as a private purchase.

       

 2992* 
  Egypt,   Fuad I, fi ve hundred piastres, 1922 (KM.342).   Choice 
uncirculated.   

 $2,000 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2993* 
  France,   Louis XIIII, Louis d'or, 1647B (KM.157.3, Fr.4/8).   
Considerable original mint bloom, nearly uncirculated.   

 $750 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2994* 
  France,   Louis XIIII, Louis d'or, 1695A (KM.334.1, Fr.433).   
Clear overstrike, extremely fi ne or better.   

 $800 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2995* 
  France,   Louis XVI, Louis d'or, 1787A (KM.591.1, Fr.475).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $750 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2996* 
  France,   Louis XVI, Louis d'or, 1787AA (Metz) (KM.591.8).   
Extremely fi ne, with mint bloom.   

 $800 
 Only 193,000 struck 

      

 2997* 
  France,   Louis XVI, two Louis d'or, 1786K (KM.592.8).   
Good very fi ne.   

 $1,000 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2998* 
  France,   Republic, Napoleon, Emperor, forty francs, AN 
13A (KM.664.1).   Some mint bloom, nearly extremely fi ne/
extremely fi ne.   

 $800 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 2999* 
  France,   Empire, Napoleon, Emperor, forty francs, 1811A 
(KM.696.1).   Very good/good very fi ne.   

 $500 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 3000* 
  France,   Napoleon III, one hundred francs, 1856A 
(KM.786.1).   Good very fi ne.   

 $1,500 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3001* 
  France,   Napoleon III, one hundred francs, 1869A 
(KM.802.1).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $1,600 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3002* 
  France,   Napoleon III, one hundred francs, 1869A 
(KM.802.1).   A little polished, nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $1,500 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3003* 
  France,   Napoleon III, fi fty francs, 1866BB (KM.804.2).   
Nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $650 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3004* 
  France,   Republic, one hundred francs, 1906A (KM.832).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,500 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

   3005 
  France,   Third Republic, twenty francs, 1914 (KM.857).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $250 

      

 3006* 
  German East Africa,   fifteen rupien, 1916T (Tabora) 
(KM.16.1).   Nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $2,000 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3007* 
  German East Africa,   fifteen rupien, 1916T (Tabora) 
(KM.16.2).   Nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $2,000 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3008* 
  Germany,   Baden, Friedrich I, twenty marks, 1873G 
(KM.261).   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $450 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 3009* 
  Germany,   Bavaria, Otto, ten mark, 1893D (KM.911, 
F.3770).   Good very fi ne.   

 $200 

 Ex Dr V.J.A. Flynn Collection and Baldwin's Auction Sale 53, 25 September 
2007, (lot 2256). 

      

 3010* 
  Germany,   Bavaria, Otto, ten mark, 1907D (KM.994, 
F.3771).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $200 

 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and Baldwin's Auction Sale 53, 25 September 
2007, (lot 2258). 

      

 3011* 
  Germany,   Hamburg, trade coinage, ducat, 1863 (KM.274).   
Obverse hairlines, otherwise uncirculated and scarce.   

 $650 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3012* 
  Germany,   Hamburg, twenty mark, 1913J, obv. arms, rev 
German eagle, (F 3777, KM.295).   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $320 

 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and Baldwin's Auction Sale 53, 25 September 
2007, (lot 2277). 

      

 3013* 
  Germany,   Hannover, George III, five thaler, 1815TW 
(KM.101).   Nearly uncirculated and very scarce.   

 $1,000 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3014* 
  Germany,   Hessen-Darmstadt, Ludwig III, twenty marks, 
1872H (KM.351).   Very fi ne.   

 $400 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3015* 
  Germany,   Nuremberg, klippe ducat (1700) CGL (KM.258).   
Extremely fi ne.   

 $750 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3016* 
  Germany,   Prussia, Frederich II, trade coinage, two Frederich 
d'or, 1750A (KM.261).   Good very fi ne/nearly extremely 
fi ne and rare.   

 $3,000 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3017* 
  Germany,   Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm III, trade coinage, two 
Friedrich d'or, 1800A (KM.381).   Good extremely fi ne and 
very scarce.   

 $2,000 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3018* 
  Germany,   Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm III, two Frederick d'or, 
1839A (KM.416).   Good very fi ne.   

 $900 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 3019* 
  Germany,   Prussia, Wilhelm I, twenty mark, 1888A (KM.505).   
Extremely fi ne.   

 $350 

 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and Baldwin's Auction Sale 53, 25 September 
2007, (lot 2354). 

      

 3020* 
  Germany,   Prussia, Friedrich III, ten mark, 1888A, obv. 
head right, rev. German eagle, (F.3829, KM.5145).   
Uncirculated.   

 $200 

 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and Baldwin's Auction Sale 53, 25 September 
2007, (lot 2358). 

      

 3021* 
  Germany,   Prussia, Friedrich III, twenty mark, 1888A 
(KM.515).   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $400 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3022* 
  Germany,   Prussia, Friedrich III, twenty mark, 1888, obv. 
head right, rev. German eagle, (F.3828, KM.515).   Extremely 
fi ne.   

 $350 

 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and Baldwin's Auction Sale 53, 25 September 
2007, (lot 2358). 

      

 3023* 
  Germany,   Saxony, Johann (1854-1873), twenty mark 
1873E, Dresden mint, (F.3839, KM.1232).   Good very fi ne 
and scarce.   

 $320 

 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and Baldwin's Auction Sale 53, 25 September 
2007, (lot 2387). 

      

 3024* 
  Germany,   Wurttemberg, Karl I, (1864-1891), twenty mark, 
1873F, (KM.622, F.3870).   Nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $350 

 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and Baldwin's Auction Sale 53, 25 September 
2007, (lot 2431). 

      

 3025* 
  Germany,   Wurttemberg, Karl I, (1864-1891), twenty mark, 
1876F, (KM.625, F.3871).   Good very fi ne.   

 $320 

 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and Baldwin's Auction Sale 53, 25 September 
2007, (lot 2432). 

      

 3026* 
  Germany,   Wurttemberg, Wilhelm II, twenty marks, 1905F 
(KM.634).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $400 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3027* 
  Greece,   George I, twenty drachma, 1884A (KM.56).   
Extremely fi ne.   

 $350 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 3028* 
  Hong Kong,   proof one thousand dollars, 1997 (KM.71).   In 
case of issue with certifi cate number 96224, FDC.   

 $700 

   3029 
  Hong Kong,   proof one thousand dollars, 1997 (KM.71).   In 
case of issue with certifi cate number 84386, FDC.   

 $700 

 Ex R.Munday Collection. 

   3030 
  Hong Kong,   proof one thousand dollars, 1998 (KM.79).   In 
case of issue with certifi cate, FDC.   

 $700 

 Ex R.Munday Collection. 

      

 3031* 
  Hungary,   Vladislaus I of Jagello (1440-1444), gold gulden, 
NS either side of St. Ladislas (Fr.13, H.597).   Very fi ne and 
rare.   

 $900 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3032* 
  Hungary,   Matthias Corvinus (1458-1490), gold gulden 
(Fr.20, H.673).   Very fi ne.   

 $600 

      

 3033* 
  Hungary,   Matthias Corvinus (1458-1490), gold gulden 
(Fr.22).   Good very fi ne.   

 $600 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3034* 
  Hungary,   Maria Theresa, one ducat, 1765KB (KM.329.2).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $350 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3035* 
  Hungary,   Maria Theresa, two ducats, 1765KB (KM.379).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $700 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3036* 
  Hungary,   Joseph II, two ducats, 1784/3 (KM.397).   Nearly 
uncirculated.   

 $650 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3037* 
  Hungary,   Franz Joseph, trade coinage, ducat, 1869GYF 
(KM.448.2).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $300 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

     

    

part

3038* 
  Hungary,   Franz Joseph, four forint or ten francs, 1872, 
1878KB (KM.454.2), 1884-6KB (KM.466).   Good extremely 
fi ne - uncirculated.  (5)  

 $750 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 part

3039* 
  Hungary,   Franz Joseph, eight forint or twenty francs, 
1873KB, 1880KB (KM.455.1), 1890-2KB (KM.477).   Nearly 
extremely fi ne - choice uncirculated.  (5)  

 $1,250 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3040* 
  Hungary,   Franz Joseph, twenty francs, 1890KB (KM.477).   
Toned on obverse, otherwise good extremely fi ne.   

 $280 

      

 part

3041* 
  Hungary,   Franz Joseph, ten korona, 1908KB (KM.485); 
twenty korona, 1894, 1913-15KB (KM.486).   Extremely 
fi ne - uncirculated.  (5)  

 $1,100 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3042* 
  Hungary,   Franz Joseph, one hundred korona, 1907K.B., 
40th Anniversary of Coronation (KM.490).   Good extremely 
fi ne.   

 $1,750 

      

 3043* 
  Hungary,   Franz Joseph, one hundred korona, 1908 K.B. 
(KM.491).   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,750 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

 

      

 3044* 
  Hungary,   commemorative gold gulden (3.55g), 1896KB 
(Fr.258, KM.M15), struck in commemoration of the 
millennium of the dynasty.   Good extremely fi ne and rare, 
only 100 pieces minted.   

 $1,500 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

   3045 
  Iran,   Sultan Ahmad Shah (1327-1344 A.H., 1909-1925 
A.D.), modern copies of gold 5000 dinars, A.H 1334 (1915-
1916), (1.53 g); gold 2000 dinars, A.H. 1335 (1916-1917), 
(0.77 g). (cf. KM.  1070, 1071). Extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $60 

 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection. 
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 3046* 
  Iran,   Qajar, Fath 'Ali Shah (1212-1250 A.H., 1797-1834 
A.D.), gold toman, (4.64 g), Isfahan Mint, (1232 A.H.) = 
1816-1817, type W, (KM.753.4).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $200 

 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.

       

 3047* 
  Iran,   Muhammad Reza Pahlavi Shah, fi ve pahlavi, AH1339 
(KM.1164).   Uncirculated.   

 $1,800 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

   3048 
  Israel,   proof gold five sheqalim, Holyland Sites Series, 
Qumran Caves 1982 (KM.125).   In wooden case of issue, 
FDC.   

 $300 

      

 3049* 
  Italy,   Florence, Republic (1189-1531), fl orin (1252-1422) 
(Fr.275).   Good very fi ne.   

 $750 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3050* 
  Italy,   Kingdom of Napoleon, forty lire, 1808M (KM.12).   
Good very fi ne.   

 $500 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3051* 
  Italy,   Kingdom of Napoleon, forty lire, 1808M, raised edge 
lettering (KM.12).   Very fi ne.   

 $400 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3052* 
  Italy,   Kingdom of Napoleon, forty lire, 1810M (Milan) 
(KM.12).   Good very fi ne/extremely fi ne.   

 $500 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3053* 
  Italy,   under Napoleon, forty lire, 1814M, obv. head left, rev 
arms, edge incuse, (KM.12, F.5).   Good very fi ne/extremely 
fi ne.   

 $700 

 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and Baldwin's Auction Sale 53, 25 September 
2007, (lot 2452).

       

 3054* 
  Italy,   Milan, S.Ambrosi .750 fi ne gold replica coin (4.7g).   
Uncirculated.   

 $200 
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 3055* 
  Italy,   Napoli (Regno), Ferdinando IV, fi rst reign in Napoli, 
(1759-1799), gold six ducati (8,83 g), 27mm, Napoli 
(Naples) mint, Cesare Coppola mintmaster, Giovanni Russo, 
trial master and Bernardo Perger chief engraver, dated 1772, 
obv. armoured and draped bust right wearing the Order of 
the Golden Fleece, BP below bust, rev. crowned coat of arms 
within Collar of the Order of the Golden Fleece and other 
orders, all within palm fond and olive branch, C/R C across 
fi eld D 6 (denomination) fl anking wreath ends, (CN I XX 
86, Pannuti-Riccio 20, MIR 357/3, F.849).   Very fi ne, minor 
adjustment marks.   

 $1,000 

 Ex Archer M. Huntington Collection (HSA 1001.1.1583) and CNG Auction 
Sale 96, 14 May 2014, (lot 1302), with ticket. 

      

 3056* 
  Italy,   Parma, Maria Luigia, forty lire, 1815 (KM.C.32).   Good 
very fi ne/extremely fi ne.   

 $750 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3057* 
  Italy,   Sardinia, Victor Emmanuel I, twenty lire, 1817 (KM.
C.95).   Good very fi ne.   

 $300 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3058* 
  Italy,   Sardinia, Carl Felix, forty lire, 1825 (KM.C.107.1).   
Good very fi ne.   

 $600 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3059* 
  Italy,   Sardinia, Carl Felix, eighty lire, 1825L (KM.108.1).   
Good very fi ne.   

 $1,000 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3060* 
  Italy,   Sardinia, Carl Albert, one hundred lire, 1835P, mm 
eagle head (KM.117.2).   Good very fi ne/nearly extremely 
fi ne.   

 $1,500 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3061* 
  Italy,   Venice, Alvise Mocenigo III (1722-1732) zecchino 
(Fr.1379).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $300 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3062* 
  Italy,   Venice, Paul Ranier (1779-1789), zecchino (Fr.1434).   
Good very fi ne.   

 $300 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 3063* 
  Italy,   Venice, Ludovico Manin (1789-1797), zecchino 
(Fr.1445).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $300 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

   3064 
  Italy,   Victor Emmanuel II, twenty lire, 1863TBN (KM.10.1).   
Extremely fi ne.   

 $270 

      

 3065* 
  Italy,   Victor Emmanuel III, one hundred lire, 1923R (KM.65).   
Matte fi nish, nearly uncirculated and scarce.   

 $2,500 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3066* 
  Japan,    ten thousand yen, 2009, (Y.158).   Choice 
uncirculated.   

 $1,000 

   3067 
  Malaysia,   proof two hundred ringgit, 1976 (KM.18).   In 
Franklin Mint pack of issue, FDC.  (2)  

 $1,000 

      

 3068* 
  Malaysia,   proof two hundred ringgit, 1976 (KM.18).   
FDC.   

 $500 
 Ex J.P.Melick Collection. 

      

 3069* 
  Malaysia,   proof two hundred ringgit, 1977 (KM.24).   In case 
of issue, FDC and rare, only 417 minted.   

 $600 

 Ex J.P.Melick Collection, from a Spink Australia Sale (lot 324). 

   3070 
  Malaysia,   mint five hundred ringgit, 1981 (KM.31).   
Uncirculated.   

 $600 

 Ex J.P.Melick Collection. 

      

 3071* 
  Malta,   Grand Master, Martin de Garzes (1595-1601), 
zecchino (Fr.9, Restelli 11 (R.3)).   Nearly extremely fi ne 
and rare.   

 $750 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3072* 
  Malta,   Emmanuel Pinto, ten scudi, 1762 (KM.271).   Good 
very fi ne.   

 $1,000 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3073* 
  Mauritius,   Elizabeth II, proof one thousand rupees, 1975 
(KM.42), Conservation Series.   In case of issue, FDC.   

 $1,700 
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 3074* 
  Mexico,   Republic, eight escudos, 1870 F.R. Guanajuato Mint 
(KM.383.7).   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,250 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3075* 
  Monaco,   Charles III, one hundred francs, 1886A (KM.99).   
Extremely fi ne/good extremely fi ne.   

 $1,500 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3076* 
  Monaco,   Prince Albert I, one hundred francs, 1901A 
(KM.105).   Extremely fi ne/good extremely fi ne.   

 $1,500 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3077* 
  Monaco,   Prince Rainier III and Princess Grace, proof-like 
two hundred francs, 1966 (KM.X.M2).   Nearly FDC.   

 $1,000 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3078* 
  Nepal,   Prithui Bir Bikram (1881-1911), tola, SE1825 
(KM.674.3), plain edge.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $750 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

       

 3079* 
  Nepal,   Prithvi Biv Bikram (1881-1911), double tola (duitola 
Asarphi) (SE1833) (KM.680).   Nearly extremely fi ne and 
scarce.   

 $1,200 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3080* 
  Nepal,   Tribhwana Bir Bikram (1911-1950), Ashraphi (tola) 
VS 1998 (KM.703.1).   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $650 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3081* 
  Netherlands,   Holland, trade coinage, ducat, 1727 (KM.12.2).   
Good extremely fi ne.   

 $400 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 3082* 
  Netherlands,   Holland, fourteen gulden, 1749 (KM.97).   
Toned, good extremely fi ne.   

 $1,000 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3083* 
  Netherlands,   Utrecht, trade coinage, ducat, 1803 (KM.11.3).   
Good extremely fi ne.   

 $350 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3084* 
  Netherlands,   William I, ten gulden, 1825 (KM.56).   Nearly 
extremely fi ne.   

 $600 

      

 3085* 
  Netherlands,   William I, ten gulden, 1828-B Brussels mint, 
(KM.56).   In an exceptional state of preservation for the type, 
uncirculated and rare as such.   

 $1,500 

      

 3086* 
  Netherlands,   trade ducat, 1928 (KM.83.1a).   Uncirculated.   

 $300 

   3087 
  Netherlands,   William III, ten gulden 1875 (KM.105); 1876 
(KM.106) Wilhelmina, ten gulden, 1917 (KM.149) 1925, 
1932 and 1933 (KM.162).   Some toned, nearly uncirculated 
- uncirculated.  (6)  

 $1,600 

   3088 
  Netherlands,   William III, ten gulden, 1877 (KM.106).   Good 
very fi ne; nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $600 

   3089 
  Netherlands,   Wilhemina I, ten gulden, 1897 (KM.118) and 
1898 (KM.124).   Nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $700 

   3090 
  Netherlands,   Wilhelmina I, ten gulden, 1911 (KM.149).   
Minor edge nicks, extremely fi ne.   

 $300 

   3091 
  Netherlands,   Wilhelmina I, ten gulden 1912 (KM.149).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $300 

   3092 
  Netherlands,   Wilhelmina I, ten gulden 1913, 1917 (KM.149) 
(2), 1927 (KM.162).   Nearly uncirculated.  (3)  

 $900 

      

 3093* 
  Netherlands,   Wilhelmina I, ten gulden, 1917 (KM.149).   
Uncirculated.   

 $350 

      

 3094* 
  Netherlands,   Wilhelmina I, fi ve gulden, 1912 (KM.151).   
Uncirculated.   

 $350 

   3095 
  Netherlands,   Wilhelmina I, ten gulden, 1933 (KM.162).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $300 

   3096 
  Netherlands Antilles,   Juliana, fi fty gulden, 1979 (KM.23).   
Uncirculated.   

 $200 
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 3097* 
  Panama,   proof fi ve hundred balboa, 1976 (KM.42).   In pack 
of issue, FDC.   

 $2,000 

      

 3098* 
  Peru,   Ferdinand VII, eight escudos, 1817JP, Lima Mint 
(KM.129.1).   Nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $1,500 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3099* 
  Peru,   Republic, eight escudos, 1854MB, Lima Mint 
(KM.148.4).   Good very fi ne.   

 $1,250 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3100* 
  Peru,   Republic, eight escudos, 1863YB (KM.183).   Good 
very fi ne.   

 $1,250 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3101* 
  Peru,   Republic, one hundred soles, 1964 (KM.231).   
Uncirculated.   

 $1,750 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3102* 
  Peru,   Republic, one hundred soles, 1965 (KM.231).   
Uncirculated.   

 $1,750 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3103* 
  Portugal,   John II (1481-1495), cruzado (Fr.19).   Good very 
fi ne.   

 $750 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 3104* 
  Portugal,   Ludovicus I, ten thousand reis, 1878 (KM.520).   
Extremely fi ne/good extremely fi ne.   

 $800 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3105* 
  Romania,   Carol I, one hundred lei, 1906, 40th Anniversary 
of Reign (KM.40).   Good extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $3,000 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3106* 
  Russia,   Alexander II, three roubles, 1877HI (KM.Y.26).   
Good extremely fi ne.   

 $500 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

   3107 
  Russia,   Nicholas II, fi ve roubles, 1898 (KM.Y.62).   Good 
very fi ne.   

 $200 

     

   

 3108 
  Russia,   Nicholas II, fi ve roubles, 1898, ten roubles, 1899 
(KM.62, 64).   Extremely fi ne; good extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $600 

      

 3109* 
  Russia,   Nicholas II, ten roubles, 1899AS (KM.Y.64).   Good 
extremely fi ne.   

 $400 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

     

   

 part

3110* 
  Saudi Arabia,   trade coinage, guinea, AH1370 (1950) 
(KM.36) (4), guinea, AH1377 (1957) (KM.43).   Last good 
extremely fi ne, others uncirculated.  (5)  

 $1,750 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3111* 
  Singapore,   one hundred and fi fty dollars, undated (1969) 
(KM.7) 150th Anniversary Founding of Singapore.   
Uncirculated.   

 $750 
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 3112* 
  South Africa,   ZAR, Paul Kruger, half pond, 1893 (KM.9.2).   
Ex bezel mount, otherwise good fi ne/very fi ne and rare.   

 $1,000 
 Ex J.L.Miller Collection. 

      

 3113* 
  South Africa,   ZAR, Paul Kruger, half pond, 1895 (KM.9.2).   
Good very fi ne.   

 $300 
 Ex G.E.Downes Collection. 

      

 3114* 
  South Africa,   ZAR, Paul Kruger, one pond, 1892 double 
shaft (KM.10.1).   Minor scratch behind head, cleaned and 
brushed, otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $400 
 Ex J.L.Miller Collection. 

      

 3115* 
  South Africa,   George V, sovereign, 1925SA (Pretoria), 
(KM.21).   Uncirculated.   

 $370 

 Ex S.J.Green Collection, from Numisbid, Sale 39 (lot 16). 

   3116 
  South Africa,   George V, sovereign, 1927SA, half sovereigns, 
1925SA, and 1926SA (S.4004, 4010).   Extremely fi ne - nearly 
uncirculated.  (3)  

 $700 
 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection. 

   3117 
  South Africa,   Republic, proof one rand, 1978, 1979, proof 
two rand, 1978 (KM.63, 64).   FDC.  (3)  

 $700 

   3118 
  South Africa,   Republic, quarter krugerrand, 1981 (KM.71).   
Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $1,600 

   3119 
  South Africa,   Republic, long proof set, 1976. Includes gold 
one and two rand (KM.PS.96).   In case of issue, FDC.   

 $600 

 Ex W.J.Lawson Collection. 

   3120 
  South Africa,   Republic, proof one and two rand, 1978, 1979 
(KM.PS104).   In cases of issue, FDC.  (4)  

 $1,000 

      

 3121* 
  Spain,   Philip II, (1556-1598), cob one escudos, not dated 
(c1588-1597), Seville mint, uncertain assayer, (3.32 g), 
(Fr.196 CV $700).   Fine - very fi ne, rare.   

 $500 

      

 3122* 
  Spain,   Charles III (1759-1788), gold four escudos, 1786M-
DV. Madrid Mint, (Fr.284; KM.418.1A; Cal.Type 37#311).   
Very fi ne/extremely fi ne with traces of mint bloom.   

 $1,200 

     

   

 3123* 
  Spain,   Alfonso XII, twenty fi ve pesetas, 1877 and 1878 DEM 
(KM.673).   Good extremely fi ne; nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $800 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 3124* 
  Spain,   Alfonso XIII, twenty pesetas, 1890 (KM.693).   
Uncirculated.   

 $350 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3125* 
  Spain,   Alfonso XIII, twenty pesetas, 1899 (KM.709).   
Extremely fi ne/good extremely fi ne.   

 $350 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3126* 
  Switzerland,   Helvetian Republic, sixteen francs, 1800, obv. 
Standing Swiss with fl ag, rev. legend in wreath, (KM.A12, 
F.282).   Plugged, good fi ne and rare.   

 $400 

 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection and Baldwin's Auction Sale 53, 25 September 
2007, (lot 2558). 

      

 3127* 
  Switzerland,   ten francs, 1913B (KM.36).   Nearly 
uncirculated.   

 $140 

      

part

 3128* 
  Switzerland,   twenty francs, 1883 (KM.31.1), 1894B 
(KM.31.3).   Extremely fi ne; nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $600 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

   3129 
  Switzerland,   twenty francs, 1909B and 1914B (KM.35.1).   
Nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $600 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

   3130 
  Switzerland,   twenty francs, 1927B; Mexico, jeweller's replica 
miniature Maximilian peso, 1865.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $300 
 Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection. 

        

 3131* 
  Thailand,   Rama IV, Tot or eight baht (1863) (6.69g) (KM.
Y.15).   Very fi ne and rare.   

 $2,000 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3132* 
  Transylvania,   Maria Theresa, two ducats, 1772HG 
(KM.646).   Nearly extremely fi ne/extremely fi ne.   

 $750 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3133* 
  Tunis,   Muhammad Bey, with Sultan Abdul Hamid, one 
hundred piastres, AH1285 (KM.149).   Nearly uncirculated 
and scarce.   

 $1,500 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3134* 
  Turkey,   Abdul Mejid, fi ve hundred kurush, AH1255, Year 
18 (KM.681).   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,400 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 3135* 
  Turkey,   Abdul Hamid II, fi fty and one hundred kurush, AH 
1293, Year 22 (KM.731, 732).   Nearly extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $500 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 part

3136* 
  Turkey,   Muhammad V, one hundred kurush, AH1327, Years 
3, 4, 5, and 10 (KM.754, 776).   Extremely fi ne.  (4)  

 $1,400 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3137* 
  USA,   gold dollar, 1852, Liberty head, type 1.   Rim nick on 
obverse at 4 o'clock, otherwise nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $200 

 Ex S.J.Green Collection, from Noble Numismatics, Sale 100 (lot 3846). 

      

 3138* 
  USA,   two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1850, Liberty 
head.   Nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $300 

 Ex S.J.Green Collection, from Noble Numismatics, Sale 100 (lot 3853). 

      

 3139* 
  USA,   two and a half dollars, 1855, Liberty head.   Extremely 
fi ne.   

 $300 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

     

   

 3140* 
  USA,   two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1909 and 1910, 
Indian head.   Nearly extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $500 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

     

   

 3141* 
  USA,   two and a half dollars or quarter eagle, 1911 and 1912, 
Indian head.   Extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $500 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3142* 
  USA,   fi ve dollars or half eagle, 1861, Liberty head.   Surface 
marks, otherwise nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $400 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3143* 
  USA,   five dollars or half eagle, 1897, Liberty head.   
Underlying brilliance, good extremely fi ne.   

 $400 

 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 3144* 
  USA,   fi ve dollars or half eagle, 1901S, Liberty head.   Traces 
of mounting (top milled edge re-cut), otherwise nearly 
extremely fi ne.   

 $350 

 Ex S.J.Green Collection, from Australian Coin Auctions, Sale 312 (lot 
2061). 

      

 3145* 
  USA,   twenty dollars or double eagle, 1864S, Liberty head.   
Nearly uncirculated and rare in this condition.   

 $8,000 

 Ex SS Republic shipwreck, 1855, in a slab by NGC as MS62, in a display 
case by Odyssey Marine Exploration. 

      

 3146* 
  USA,   twenty dollars or double eagle, 1891S, Liberty head.   
Good extremely fi ne.   

 $1,500 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3147* 
  USA,   twenty dollar or double eagle, 1895, Liberty head.   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,500 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3148* 
  USA,   twenty dollars or double eagle, 1898S, Liberty head.   
Good extremely fi ne.   

 $1,500 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3149* 
  USA,   twenty dollars or double eagle, 1903S, Liberty head.   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,500 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3150* 
  USA,   twenty dollars or double eagle, 1914S, St Gaudens.   
Good extremely fi ne.   

 $1,600 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3151* 
  USA,   twenty dollars or double eagle, 1915S, St Gaudens.   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,700 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 
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 3152* 
  USA,   twenty dollars or double eagle, 1924, St Gaudens.   Well 
struck and unmarked, uncirculated.   

 $1,600 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3153* 
  USA,   twenty dollars or double eagle, 1927, St Gaudens.   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,600 

      

 3154* 
  USA,   restrike of George T.Morgan's proposed gold union or 
one hundred dollars, 1876, struck in 2012 in .999 fi ne gold, 
one ounce (34mm), mintage limit 999.   FDC.   

 $2,500 

 Cased in a slab by NGC as Ultra High Relief ultra cameo-gem proof. 

      

 3155* 
  Venezuela,   Republic, one hundred bolivares, 1887 (KM.
Y34).   Extremely fi ne/good extremely fi ne.   

 $1,750 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

      

 3156* 
  Western Samoa,   proof gold one hundred tala, 1976, 
weightlifter, struck by the Royal Australian Mint (KM.23).   
In case of issue with certifi cate, number 183, FDC.   

 $550 

      

 3157* 
  Yemen,   fi ve lira or four sovereigns, gold riyal, AH1378 (KM.
G17.2).   Uncirculated and rare.   

 $3,000 
 Ex W.Rado Collection. 

   3158 
  World coins,   Olympic Centennial Commemorative Coin 
Programme, 1896-1996, Series I-V, consisting of ten proof 
silver coins and fi ve proof gold coins (each 16.97g, 22ct) 
from Australia, Austria, Canada, France and Greece.   In case 
of issue, FDC.  (15)  

 $3,600 

 


